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After being out two hours Thurs
day afternoon the Jury In the case of
Mrs. Myra Shadle ot Rockland, vs.
George IW. Souther of Warren, Mass.,
returned a verdict of $5,791 In favor
of the plaintiff. The verdict was the
result of a tangle of cross suits
growing out of an automobile acci
dent near the "Haunted House” at
Hampton, N. H„ Oct. 10. 1925. This
was the second time the case has
been tried In the Portsmouth. N. H.,
Superior Court. The first being a
mistrial.

PONTIAC CAR
FOR SALE
Late 1926 2-door Sedan, fully
equipped and lot of extras; small
mileage; perfect condition. Phone,
write or see F« H. THOMAS,
I
Camden
133Stf

THREE CENTS A COPY

Woodbury's ancient history narra
A MARKED SUCCESS
tive had a sequel which tickled hl8
audience mightily.
But His Bean Barrel Brethren Those present at the banquet were: Physical Education Has Prov
„ Harry M. Flint, H. A. Mather, W.
Were Right There With L.
en Its Worth—Meet Miss
Teel, Frank S. Rhodes, Albert M.
Hastings, R. B. Loring, H. W. Look,
the Comeback.
Stevens.
Edward R. Veazie, L. D. Patterson,
James Mullen, R. Dyer, Arthur Black
The matter of physical training in
The Bean Barrel Club, with an ac man, J. LeRoy McConchie, A.
S.
cession of several new members, took Baker. Earl E. BrewsAer, P. M. Look, the city schools Is receiving excep
possession of Roy McConchie’s Ash R. P. Knowlton, E. E. Davis, Frank C. tionally fine treatment under the di
Point establishment Wednesday night Flint, John Garnett, Frank
A. rection of Miss Glenn L. Stevens.
and proceeded to eat that popular Wheeler, E. G. Day, Woodbury Snow, Miss Stevens Is an exceedingly busy
hostess out of house and home.
M. L. Marston, Freeman A. Young, L. young person and devotes all of her
The ocean was denuded of its sea A. Cross, J. F. Carver, Earle C. Lud time to the business physical exer
food and Mr. McConchle's barnyard wick, W. E. Weeks, J. N. Southard.' cises and drills. Heretofore the ath
the High School has
became a port of missing chicks in Robert A. Snow, George E. Bird, I. I* letic director
order that Cap’n Charles Tibbetts' Cross, Robert A. Webster, John O.| carried on the drills of the grades
proteges might go away properly bal Stevens, Charles Thornton, C. H. as best he could with each in itself
lasted. It was a real banquet, top to Sleeper. C. C. Tibbetts. Adelbert Ben a difficult job for any person.
Physical education has won na
bottom.
ner, R. J. Philbrook, Alvin Hurd, Lin
tional recognition through its uni
Lody Cross, who has a life tenure wood Dyer and C. Harvey.
formly beneficial results on the child
of the office of toastmaster, again of
ren evidenced through improved
ficiated in that capacity and was at
Engine 1 made a, satisfactory scholarship, better health and a very
no pains to conceal the derelictions of
the members. One of the first to pumping test last Wednesday with general higher grade type of hoy and
By the ad girl. In this city the Idea has met Miss Glenn Lois Stevens, Who Is
be called upon was Mayor James F the rebuilt pump.
Working Out Problem of Grade
Carver, who proved an able assistant dition of new Impellers the capacity with a very general acceptance,
Physical Direction.
to the toastmaster in seeing that no has 'been raised to nearly 800 gallons manifested In the popularity of the
body “got by.” Metaphorically speak per minute. This Is with the pos annual school exhibitions.
sible exception of one piece In Port
Under the system Inaugurated this
ing he hit every head that he
land, Maine’s most powerful pump year the long felt need of a woman In general camping work at Camp
saw, but his verbal whacks, like
ing engine.
director has been filled and proven Maqua. acting as chairman of the
chickens, came home to roost when
very successful. Coach MacComber Workers' Council. She has made a
the other Bean Barrel orators swung
Boys’ Coats—material, chinchilla— handles the various boys’ teams special study of Red Cross Nursing
Into the game. Prominent among colors. Blue, Deer and Brown. Priced
and Life 'Saving Courses and mas
these were J. N. Southard. Albert M. at $7.50 to $15.00. Fuller-Cobb-Da- of the High School and Is not wor sage practice in Dr. Arnold's Dis
ried
by
the
constant
round
of
drills
Hastings . and
Woodbury
Snow i vis Rockland.
138-139
and various grade affairs and compli pensary, together with special work
cations. This leaves him time to in the public schools. Valuable ex
teach several high school courses perience was gained by Miss Stevens
thus adding to the teaching power. through Playground supervision In
On the other hand Miss Stevens de New Haven,’Conn. A considerable
votes all her time and energy to the help In her work Is gained through
care of the grade pupils and High a natural aptitude for singing and
School girls, thus securing a maxi she has studied basketry and hand
work. She w-as assistant swimming
Owners of Shares of the Fifty-seventh Series of the Rockland
mum of efficiency all around.
Loan & Building Association are hereby notified that a final Dividend
The work of Miss Stevens In the director last summer at Camp Wa
grades has met with a cordial co basso, N. H. This extensive experi
of $5.83 per Share has been made, and the Shares have now Matured
operation on the part of the teachers ence was gained while a student at
at a value of $203.22 each. These Shares were issued in October, 1915,
the New Haven Normal School of
that is most gytlfying. Teachers
Gymnastics from which institution
and the owners have paid in $144.00 on each Share.
and pupils alike appreciate the re
she graduated with honors.
lief the drills afford from cramped
. A personal interest in the children
sitting posture. Inadequate ventila
under her charge has been charac
tion and continued application. The
teristic of Miss Stevens' work here
drills of brief duration are given four
Per annum, compounded semi-annually, have been earned and credit
and many boys and girls have benetimes daily and give new zeal for
fltted through special type of ex
ed, and amount to $59.22 per Share. There are 159 Shares outstanding
periods of mental activity. Pupil
ercise and drills she has worked out.
in this Issuo.
leaders assist the teachers and the
She welcomes visits from parents at
periods end with the rooms fresh and
Amount paid in.
$22,896.00
I any time and will gladly^dlseuss spe
sweet and pupils revitalized.
Dividends earned,
9,415.98
cial cases. A lively interest in the
The work through the several
activities ot the High School is noted
grades is graduated to suit the needs
Withdrawal value,
$32,311.98
and the girls’ basketball teams are
of the youngsters and progresses as her pet hobby.
These shares may be withdrawn in cash, or they may be exchanged
their abilities develop. Swedish gym
drills are used ir the upper grades
for Matured Stock Certifioates which pay 4 per cent, or they may ba
and High School with good results.
invested in Advance Payment Certificates which pay 4 per cent the
A more comprehensive story of this
first year and increase gradually to 5'/2 per cent the twelfth year, un
feature will appear In the future.
Will be served at
less sooner withdrawn Income, up to $300.00 per year, from Loan
Public drills are given In the High
School gymnasium every Monday
Building investments, is exempt from Federal Taxation. October
and Tuesday afternoon and during
Shares are now being issued. The public is cordially invited'to invest
these periods all interested persons
with us.
are most cordially Invited to be
present.
CAMDEN
Glenn Lois Stevens Is the full
From 1.00 to 4.00 o'clock
name of the city's new physical di
rector. She is 20 years old and a
Reservations made in advance
407 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE
resident of Portland, being a gradu
$1.50 per plate
THREE DOORS SOUTH OF ROCKLAND NATIONAL BANK
ate of the high school of that city
135A127-S-tf
Tel. 201-3
During her caveer there she took a
J|wvelv
y In
Interest In athletics and served
139-lt

MAYOR SOAKED ’EM

The Courier-Gazette

NO ONE NEED DEPRIVE
Thamaalvaa of Thio Service For
This Ssrvics Is To Meet Any
Financial Need

Rockland, Maine, Saturday, November 19, 1927.

Dividend Notice

Ask Your
Banker
The safest place for surplus funds is the
savings account. There your money is put to
work for you in investments which are closely
scrutinized by men expert in such matters. All
of the principles of safety whiefb guard invest
ments are taken care of for you; your funds
are always available, and can be at your dis
posal in time of emergency at a minimum of
time and effort. If every prospective investor
would consult his banker before making an in
vestment, he would obtain unbiased advice and
judgment as to the safety of his investments.
The banker has the facts at his fingers’ tips, and
his advice is free for the asking.

NORTH NATIONAL BANK
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Arthur S. Baker, Pres.
J. N. Southard, Vice Pres.
E. F. Berry, Cashier,
D. C. Leach, Asst. Cashier.

Dividends of 51-2 Per Cent

Thanksgiving Dinner

A

GREEN GABLES
TEA ROOMS

ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING ASS’N.

139-140
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We challenge you to dupli
cate any the hundreds of
values offered at this store.

BERMAN’S

BERMAN’S

421 Main St., foot of Limerock St.

MEN'S COTTON HOSE
Black or Brown—15c value

5c
17c
2c

MEN’S CONTOCOOK HOSE
Blue with white heel and toe

MEN’S HANDKERCHIEFS
Good Size, Gobd Quality

11
11C
Q
vt

BOSTON GARTERS
25c values
CANV* GLOVES
Men’s Medium Weight
MEN'8 REVERSIBLE

LUMBER JACKETS $3.87
Look These Over. Heavy Wool Plaid Linings with
Fine Moleskin Face. Khaki or Grey

MEN’S

MEN’S FINE
FLANNELETTE

NIGHTSHIRTS
97c
Big and Roomy

Sheepskin Caps
$1.97
$3 00 Values
BOYS’
BELL BLOUSES

Men, Heavy Woolen
LACED PANTS

We challenge you to dupli
cate any of the hundreds of
values offered at this store.

$2.97

57c

Men’s Heavy Weight
WOOLEN JACKETS

Men's Leather Topped
LARIGANS

$3.87

$2.87

Next to North National Bank, Rockland

SUITS OR OVERCOATS
For Men or Young Men. Wonderful Colorings. All American Woolen Fab
rics, Excellent Tailoring and Unbeatable Values. From the World’s Most fa
mous makers, including Hart, Schaffner & Marx.

HART SCHAFFNER & MARX

Overcoats
$27.50
$40 AND $ 5 Value

BERMAN’S

MEN’S FLANNELETTE SHIRTS
Triple Stitched, Gray or Khaki
SWEAT SHIRTS
Heavy Fleecing—Reg. $1.50 Valuea

MEN’S HIGH GRADE CAPS
With Warm Ear Bands
MEN'S CORDUROY CAPS
Reversible Red Lining
MEN’S HEAVY GRADE WOOL HOSE
69c value.

77c
87c
87c
87c
37c

MEN’S HEAVY COTTON

UNION SUITS $1.19
The usual $2.00 Values. All Silk Trimmed with
Fine Pearl Buttons

Men's First Quality

Heavy Weight All Wool

Dress Rubbers
97c

PANTS
$2.37

Guaranteed

$3.50 Value. Well Made

MEN'S
FELT HATS
Odd lot; value to $5

MEN'S
LEATHER VESTS
$5.00 Value

97c

$2.87

LADIES’ RUBBERS 17c

BOYS’ SHEEP LINED COATS $3.87
Regular $7.00 Valuea. Waterproof Shell with the
Finest Quality Sheepskin

CHILDREN’S
WOOL TOQUES

MEN'S HEAVY
COTTON SWEATERS

37c

87c

FLANNEL SHIRTS $1.67

OVERALLS

FLEECE LINED

Heavy Weight, Strong
and Serviceable

Union Suits

OVERCOATS $16.50

Boys Woolen or Leather

Boys' Fleece Lined

87c

All Skinner Satin Lined, Hand Tailored, Several Styles and Patterns to Pick
From. Values up to $30.00

GLOVES
OR MITTENS

UNION SUITS
69c

87c

Wonder Values

All Sizes

47c

SHOES $3.85
Men’s Beacon Shoes, Goodyear Welt Rubber Heel.
Fine Calfskin Leathers. Many Styles. Regular
$6.00 Value.
ENDICOTT JOHNSON
WORK SHOES

MEN’S FINE QUALITY
JERSEY GLOVES

15c

$1.97

HEAVY WOOL SWEATERS $3.87
$7.50 Values.

Regular $2.50 Values. These ara Wanders.

All Styles and Colors.

Boys' Leather Topped
LARIGANS

Men’s and Boys’
KNITTED TIES

$2.47

lie

$1.00 Values

LADIES’ FELT SLIPPERS 67c
Heavy Weight Felt. Silk Ribbon Trimmed.
Pom Pom. Heavy Padded Chrome Sole.

Silk

CHILDREN’S
UNIONALLS
$1.25 Value

CHILDREN’S
WINTER HATS
50e Value

67c

17c

Men'i Heavy Cotton
WORK PANTS

Suspenders

$1.37

27c

$2.50 value

50c Value

Volume 82.................. Number 1 39.

ROTARY CELEBRATES

TALK OF THE TOWN

Rockland Club Observes Its
Third Anniversary in Nota
ble Manner.

W. I,. Benner of Wlarren street is
suffering from a case ot blood pois
oning In his right hand.

Dr. W. H. Armstrong has returned
One hundred iRotarlans and Rotary from Portsmouth, 'N. H.. where he
Anns with a sprinkling of guests was a witness In an automobile ac
last evening silt at tables In the spa cident case.
cious dining-room of The Thorndike,
Now who's going to heat young
first discussing one of Gene's highclass dinners and then listening to Shirley Barbour, who picked violets
the post-prandial exercises—all In yesterday? Samples were shown at
celebration of the third anniversary The Courier-Gazette office;
of the Rockland Rotary Club. Music
John Andrew’s and William Booth
by Marsh's Orchestra and singing by
the full strength of the company went to Boston Thursday armed with
went along with the discussion of tickets for this afternoon's game be
the several deftly served courses. tween Harvard and Yale.
Through the courtesy of Manager
Plastic. Inc., which has established
Dondls two or three of the vaudeville
artists from his theatre contributed a kelp Industry on Tillson wharf, has
bought from Capt. Charles Patterson
acts.
President R. S. Sherman directed the schooner Lily .May, which will be
tile program, reading a communica used In bringing the raw material
tion from Montpeliar Rotary calling to the factory.
attention to the need Vermont stands
These marriage intentions were
In through the flood disaster. Sec
retary Kelley iB. Crie briefly reviewed filed at the city clerk's office: Oswald
the progress and growth of the club P. McDonald and Cecilia A. Waterfrom Its beginnings three years ago house; Kenneth J. Largay and Faus
with 23 charter members to Itsu>res tina J. Palmer. All of the parties are
residents of Rockland.
en : strength of 5d.
.___
4
Walter 8. Rounds taking for a text
One
hears
lots
of
‘
‘
barking
”
these
the recent forming of a cluh in Ham
burg, noted the significance of the days. According to Dr. H. W. Froentry of Rotary Into Germany as hock. local health officer, whooping
marking notable progress In the cough is very prevalent in this city.
healing of war scars. Germany now This Is a contagious disease and re
becomes the 43rd country In which portable to the Health Department,
Rotary is established with its prin although apparently some persons do
ciples dedicated to world co-opera not think so.
tion between men and universal
Ruth Mayhew Tent will have a
peace.
Rev. Arthur Thomas Stray of regular meeting next Monday even
Brunswick, rector of St. Paul’s and ing with supper at 6 o’clock. The
secretary of the Diocese of Maine, friends who have so generouslj- pat
was introduced as a staunch Rota- ronized the auction parties are in
rian. former president of the Lewis vited to play in the afternoon. This
ton-Auburn Club and two years will be free of charge and no prizes.
president of the Brunswick Club. The comrades are also Invited to at
His topic was announced as “Prac tend.
tical Idealism,” but before cutting
King Solomon’s Temple Chapter
loose on it he told a number of
stories with the grace of a born had a busy season Thursday night
story-teller, stories that convulsed when the Past and Most Excellent
his hqgrers and brought them into degrees were conferred upon seven
ready sympathy with whatever the candidates—Joseph Taylor. William
speaker might afterward have to say. H. Boyd, J. Edwin Woolstrom, Luigi
What he said was both earnest and Venezia. Stanley A. Snow, Dr. Blake
practical as setting forth the higher B. Annis and Eugene E. Stoddard.
privileges of living through the ap Dec. 1. the Chapter will have its an
plication of the golden rule, a form nual Inspection and the Eastern Star
of business and social living to which will put on a banquet.
Rotary is expressly dedicated, the
The City IMa(ron Miss Corbett, Is
most practical thing in America to
day, he said, for bringing to pass the wondering if there are enough knit
brotherhood of man. Mr. Stfay Is ters In Rockland to knit 50 pairs
of that delightful class of speakers of mittens before Christmas for 50
that an audience regrets to have get pairs of children's hands. Miss Cor.
done and he will doubtless be heard bett has no yarn on hand and would
appreciate some friends of the kid
again In Rockland.
•
In knitting
The Belfast club sent down three dles donating some.
of Its members—Bill Cobb, Edgar mittens, It would he best to knit the
Harding and Al. Goodhue, each with wrists somewhat longer than usual,
Ills wife; and guests present Included as covering the wrist keeps the whole
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Bird, Mr. and 'Mrs arm warm.
C. 'H. Moor, Mrs. Ella Bird, Mrs.
The waters of Penobscot Bay are
Kate Derry, (Rev. and Mrs. B. P.
Browne, Harold Look, vice president yielding some strange creatures. The
of the Forty Club, and 'Mrs. Look. other day It was a red lobster which
Dr. and MrR. B. H. Keller of Thom looked so much like a boiled lob
aston. and Al. Brunner of Gak Park. ster that a man made a big wager
to that effect. The latest specimen
UL
Dancing followed these program In the crustacean line Is a yellow lob.
features. The committee of arrange ster, which lias been on exhibition
ments Included George L. St. Clair. the past two days at M. B. & C. O.
W. S. Rounds, L,. A. Walker. R. E. Perry’s market. It was brought to
Thurston and C. M. Richardson, to port 'by Capt. Bert Simmons and ri
whose arrangements coupled with vals the turkey in the other window
tht hearty co-operation of the com in point of attention.
pany was due the delightful spirit
Immediate steps are being taken
of the evening and the great suc
cess crowning the celebration of for the development of Coburn
Heights,
the
property
recently
Rockland Rotary's third birthday.
bought by the Eastern Real Estate
Company on Limerock street above
TENANT’S HARBOR
'Shaw Avenue. Two cellars are being
Mrs. Blanche Simmons and Mrs. dug at the entrance to this property
Lillian Philbrook, the appointed and when they are In readiness two
committee at the O. E. S. for the modern two-story houses will be
regular meeting of Nov. 4, gave the erected.
The contract for these
members a real Halloween enter buildings was made yesterday by H.
tainment. Upon entering the ban H. 'Stover with the W. H. Glover
quet hall they were greeted with a company. The houses will be of the
ghostly handshake, after which a colonial type, and will embody all of
lunch was served by the ghostly the modern improvements.
creatures. The decorations Included
the usual emblems, witches, owls,
The Blake Wall Paper store has
and Jack o’ lanterns and the favors Just made onother present to the
were made of Bunker Hill candies Civil War Memorial Association of
with cranberry heads, representing wall paper for the main hall. This
witches. The entertainment consist makes seven rooms that Mrs. Blake
ed of unique games, one of which has furnished paper for and the as
was to find the witch’s black cat; In sociation is very much elated as it
another the members were given 15 will make every room in the hgll
minutes tn which to make a witch fresh and clean. Among others who
doll from pieces the committee had have given to the association this
prepared.
Other games were also year besides the Blakes, Without so
enjoyed and the evening was one of licitation In any way. are Lady Knox
merriment..
Chapter, $10 for Improvement, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Sheerer of Ava Lawry. painting one half the
Rhode Island were weekend guests exterior; Mrs. Albert Mather, books
of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. AV E. and book-case; the Eastern Furni
Sheerer.
ture Co., linoleum for parlor floor;
IMr. and Mrs. Bert Osborne, and Sons of Veterans Auxiliary, furnish
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Wood recently ings for parlor and Misses rrances
motored to Boothbay Harbor where and Ada Burpee. Mrs. Leola Rose
they visited Miss Alice Hill, former and George Cross, one dollar each for
ly of this place.
curtains. Miss Caroline Stanley has
Miss Elizabeth Wheeler of Coburn
given some rare old magazines of
Classical Institute. Waterville spent 1861-65 which will be taken to the
the holiday recess with her parents.
hall as soon as repairs are finished.
Mr. and IMrs. C. E. Wheeler.
Edwin Libby Corps has voted to put
$100 towards a furnace when suf
Sir Knights J. A. Richan, Carlton
ficient funds warrant equipping the
E. Morse, J. F. Burgess and J. E
hall with the same.
Roberts attended the Inspection of
Dunlap Commandery in Bath Tues
E. B. Hastings & Co. As the bad
day night and had the distinction of weather this week has kept many
taking part In the first parade which from our Dollar Sale, and the delay
has been held on the new Carlton
in receiving one case of goods bought
Bridge.
especially for our sale, we will give
our trade the same low prices Mon
The Forest Products Laboratory of day and Tuesday of next week.—adv.
the United States Department ot Ag
riculture was called upon last month
Many a man works himself to
to identify a piece of wood from e death trying to make a living.
railroad tie which had been In a track
for 35 years. The wood was found to
he a true fir, and was still in good YOUR FAVORITE POEM
condition.

The dry carbonate treatment is one
of the best means for the control of
stinking smut In wheat. From two
to two and one-half ounces will treat
a bushel" of seed. A barrel mounted
on an axis with a door In one side
for inserting the wheat and powder
is a good mixer. A dust mask or a
wet handkerchief should be . worn
over the nose and mouth while Ihe
grain is being treated, as the copper
carbonate
is
poisonous
when
breathed.

If I had to live my life again I would
have made a rule to read some poetry and
’laten to some music at le«st once a week
The loss of these tastes la a loss of happi
Dess.—Charles Darwin.

LULLABY
From “The Princess.”
Sweet and low, sweet and low.
Wind of the western sea.
Low. low, breathe and blow.
Wind of the western seal
Over the rolling waters go.
Come from the dying moon, and blow.
Blow him again to me;
While my little one, while my pretty one.

Bleeps.

Sleep and Test, sleep and rest.

E. B. Hastings & Co. As the bad
Father -will come to thee soon;
weather this week has kept many Rest. rest, on mother's breast.
Father will come to thee soon;
from our Dollar Sale, and the delay
Father will come to his babe In the nest.
In receiving one case of goods bought Silver eails all out of the west
especially for our sale, we will give
Under the silver moon:
out trade the same low prices Mon Sleep, my little one, sleep, my pretty one,
sleep.
day and Tuesday of next week.—adv.
—Alfred Tennyson.
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Rockland. Maine, Nov. 19, 192".
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddie, pho
on oaLh declares that he la Pressman ln the
offlce of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
Issue of this paper of Nov. 17. 1927 there was
printed a total of €330 copies.
Before tne,
FRANK B. MILLER.
.
,
Notary Public,
i

NEWMAN & PHILBROOK

Ask Me Another

NOW OPEN FOR BUSINESS
to

The nominations being completed
on the part of both the political par- J

BUY AND SELL

The community that has in opera
tion the machinery of a Christmas
Club feels a comfortable sense of
satisfaction as the holiday season
advances into view and the need is
felt of funds with which properly to
engage in its festivities. The policy
of systematic saving of small sums
throughout the year makes possible
the release of a considerable amount
precedent to the holidays, the benefit
of which in the channels of trade
extends to the entire business section.
The growth of the system every
where throughout the country has
been in a sense phenomenal. We
question whether the various savings
institutions conducting the clubs
reap any direct profit therefrom, hut
their fostering of the habit of sav
ing and the Inculcation of thrift
among the people is a thing of high
value. From this source In a few
days there is to be released to the
people of Knox County a sum ex
ceeding one hundred thousand dol
lars. Every line of’business is bound
to feel the impetus which such a
sum must lend to the holiday trade.
The matter of the direct primary
has been passed upon for the pres
ent by the voters of Maine and upon
their decision it Is proper to rest. We
say, for the present, because we do
not believe the primary law as in
operations, here is always to remain
on the statute book. We look to see
such modifications applied to it as
shall, while retaining the chief parts
whose value even the law's most vio
lent opponents concede, bring hack
Into alliance with it those recognized
features of the convention system
that contribute to the strengthening
of definite political parties, upon
which our form of government de
pends. We expect to see the matter
again brought under serious discus
sion by Maine's next legislature in
the light of lessons taught by the re
cent campaign. It Is not in this
State alone that the direct primary
has come in for criticism. Even in
those western regions, where we are
wont to look for the exploitation of
political panaceas, the measure does
not go uncriticised. In taking leave
of the subject until such time as it
is again brought forward for con
sideration by the voters of Maine, let
us reprint a\ recent editorial from
that lively North Dakota paper, the
Jamestown Sun:
There was more than a little ele
ment of political hysteria, (writes the
editor^ in the addition of the direct
primary to our political machinery.
At a time when there was a feeling
current that somehow’ the common
and garden voter was not having a
fair show in the naming of candi
dates for public office, the direct pri
mary was suggested as the great
corrective. With printed ballots in
every home and ballot boxes in every
dooryard it was expected that there
would he a fine big concerted upris
ing of the citizenship of the country
for the selection and election of the
best men. It was also argued that
the direct primary was to open the
way for the able, honest, yet poor
man to make his way into public life
at a midgmum of expense
Unhappily, all these rosy forecasts
have gone by the board. The man
with his individual ballot in hand
and away front his opportunity to
counsel with his fellow party men
has simply refused to participate ln
primaries and elections and we have
a steadily decreasing total of actual
voters. Public officers in many in
stances now represent the minority
and not the majority of party men
or voters at large. The direct pri
mary has also introduced a discus
sion of personalities rather than
principles, and while independence in
voting is hailed as a cardinal virtue
it is an unfortunate fact that th. vo
ciferous independent voter seems
more inclined to exercise his powers
In vocal declarations at the corner
grocery store rather than at the vot
ing booth. It is being made plainer
all the time that we are suffering
from lack of party cohesion.
As for the opportunities of the
poor man, he is now more effectually
barred than ever. Instead of one
election, he Is obliged to go through
two—one for the nomination and
then one for the election, and we
have examples on hand of the ex

pense involved.

Used House=
hold Furnishings
No Lot Too Large For Us To Handle
t

NEWMAN & PHILBROOK
271 Main Street

Some bowling records went by the
board at F.eereatloR Alievs last night,
when the Forty Club teams rolled
their opening game in the :nt?r-club
winter series. To be sure the records
broken were for low marks aud hi
larity, but it was a great session all
the same and augurs well for a win
ter’s sport.
The bacon does not
necessarily go to the high string
bowlers in this series, hence the in
terest.
The games will be rolled
weekly, alternating between the Star
and Recreation Alleys.
A scant two pins s^arated Trainr’s Midgets from Peterson’s Giants,
when Pearl Studley rolled that fa
mous 79 in tlie third string ot his
oung life. Rhodes was high string
and high total. The score:
Trainer’s Midgets
88 89 106 283
IV. Rhodes .......
81 82 94 257
84 74 76 234
33 68 81 202
62 75 84 221
Trainer ...................... €2

Tel. 1154

Rockland

F. Richardson

ON MY SET
Clifford O. P.rry has had in
stalled by House-Sherman, Inc.,
a Freshman all electric console
radio.
With winter so close at hand
isn’t it about time to bo hearing
from those Florida stations?
With the exception of WJAX I
have not hoard a yip from Flori
da for many moons. I certainly
mitt that drawling individual
who used to inform us that it
was “WIOD, Wonderful Isle of
Drtams.”

A sweeping order, changing the
broadcasting operations of 70
stations, was made public Nov.
16 by the federal radio commis
sion. Effective Dec. 1, it is de
signed to clear 25 channels be
tween 600 and 1000 kilocycles.
New England stations ordered
to change are: WJAR Provi
dence, from 800 kilocycles, 500
watts to 650 kilocycles, 520
watts; WCSH Portland, from
620 KC, 500 watt to 590 KC, 250
watt to 590 KC. 250 watts:
WEAN Providence, from 940
KC, 500 watts to 1090 KC, 500
watts.
*»•*•••••
“It Happened in Nordland,” one
of Victor Herbert's most famous
operettas, will be broadcast on
tho “Philco Hour" tonight at 9
o’clock Eastern Standard Time.
The “Philco Hour” is sponsored by
the Philadelphia Storage Battery
Company. Miss Jessica Dragon
ette, leading lady on the “Philco
Hour” will ting the stellar role.
Among the stations broadcasting
the operetta will be WJZ, KDKA,
and WJR.
The entire first act of the mu
sical adaptation of Mark Twain's
“Connecticut Yankee" will be
broadcast direct from the stage
of the Vanderbilt Theatre, New
York City, by the Red Network
this evening, beginning at 9
o'clock. This radio presentation
will mark the twelfth of “Old
Gold on Broadway” Hours, which
are sponsored by the P. Lorillard
Company and will be heard on
WEAF, WEEI, (maybe) and
WGY.

It was late when I tuned in
last night, but I was just in
time to hear remarks by Thomas
W. Lamont, who had previously
delivered an address on “Inter
national Finance and World
Trade.” Mr. Lamont is of the

famous banking : ouse of J P.
Morgan, and has a summer home
at North Haven.
The stations which I logged
late last night in ths course of
a brief session were WEAF,
WBBM, WEEI, WLG. WMAK,
WJZ,
WBZ,
WADS,
WOR.
WMCA and KDKA.
I found
very little static.

r

Straws

ABOUT THE LAUNDRY

With the
' BOWLERS

5.........................

Remember, O Lord, thy tender |
mercies, and thy loving kindnesses;
for they have been ever of old.—
Psalm 25:6.
'

ties, there remains nothing now to
do but for the voters of the city to
determine in whose hands they are
to entrust for the ensuing two years
Rockland’s public affairs.
Mayor ,
Carver and the associated nominees
of his party are recommended for
consideration upon a platform which
pledges a continuation of a policy of
progress in these affairs, controlled
by such practical economies in ex
penditure as shall safeguard the In
terests of citizens and tax-payers.
We are confident that the detailed
story of the administration now
drawing to its close, which story the
city government in due time Is to
submit to public consideration, will
furnish ample ground for approval
and supply sufficient reason for a
continuation of Vhe policies which
Mr Carver’s initial administration,
wirhout pailitical partisanship, has
applied to the carrying on of Rock
land’s municipal life.

Every-Other-Day
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Joy ...................
P. Studley .....

368 388 441 1197
Giants
81 85 82 248
91 85 98 274
82 77 79 238
76 68 75 219
99 74 79 220

And by a single letter win a prize in
$50,000 Contest
“How
“Why
"Why
"Why

Do Laundries Safeguard Health?”
Are Laundry-Washed Clothes Cleaner?”
Do Laundry-Washed Clothes Last Longer?”
Woes Laundry Washing Save Money?”

A contest offering $50,000 in several hundred
prizes is now being run. You stand a splendid
chance to win if you just write, and write at once.

Ask Us For Free Helpful Booklet

Perry’s Laundry
CORNER MAIN AND WILLOW STS.

TEL. 835

ROCKLANO

OUR LAUNDRY USES ONLY IVORY SOAP

'yAyM* 'V* ' '♦ '

PARK THEATRE

'< ’'» \6 ’ 1’’t '-A6 vj ’ Vf/'Mif''!f ’i'1

Dolores Costello In "Old San Fran
397 389 413 1199 cisco” is the attraction Monday and
Tuesday. The t tory has to do with
There was sharp bowling at the a Spanish heiress who is kidnapped
Recreation Alleys Thursday night by a half-caste boss of the under
when Belfast defeated the Recreation world and offered for sale in a sub
Alley team 2322 to 2370.
Boynton terranean auction room dim with the
and Milligan roiled a great contest. fumes of the poppy and garish with
the latter nosing cut a single pin teak and sandalwood and gilded
victory in the final box. The score: dragons. There le a burning story of
Rockland
love and unselfish devotion and the
Shields .... ... 92 105 93 80 90 460 climax, one of The most terrific ever
McKenney .. 82 69 86 85 88 410 pictured, is the “great fire" which
Lufkin .... ... 93 10b 95 89 80 458 ended the sway of the underworld.
Dolores Costello is glorious as the
Hinds ...... ... 104 93 87 105 96 485
Milligan .. ... 109 123 97 120 106 557 wronged and vengeful senorlta, and
Warner Oland, as the sinister boss ts
480 493 458 479 460 2370 superb. Alan Crosland’s direction
hows rare understanding and the
Belfast
Hubbard .... 88 117 104 91 96 493 photography smacks of wizardry.—
Fowles ........ 91 84 103 111 107 496 dv.
Cole .............. 84 90 114 92 119 499
O. Staples.... 89 95 86 104 104 478
STRAND THEATRE
102 122 121 107 104 556
Make it a real Thanksgiving for your family this year by
The Patent Leather Girls recite
their valedictory today, in fact they
serving the Holiday meal on one of our beautiful—
454 508 528 505 527 2522
recite it three times, for there will be j
. . • •
performances at 2. 6 and 8.30 p. m., .
A five game series between the
with a Punch ai.d Judy special for j
Alley teams from Thomases and the children this afternoon. The ,
Recreation will start Monday night, company has made lots of friends
All Styles, All Prices, All Sizes
based on total number of points.
this week and a'l of them who can 1
. • • •
CASH OR EASY TERMS
possibly do so will attend one of to
A Thanksgiving roll-off is in pros day’s performances. The feature pic
pect at Recreation Alleys with a tur ture is "Duty’s Reward,” starring Eva
key and two chickens as prizes, going Novak. George Fawcett and others.
on three string totals.
LOUIS MARCUS, Proprietor
Dolores Costello comes Monday and
Tuesday in "The College Widow.” the i
ROCKLAND, ME. 313-319 MAIN STREET
brilliant Warner Bros, revival of
SILVER JUBILEE
Georg# Ade’s tremendous stage hit I
of several years ago. Miss Costello •
Cloverdale System Celebrat is cast as the daughter of a college I
The registry at the Knox County j Two Morse sloop boats were hoistpresident, who is about to lose his
EMPIRE THEATRE
ing Anniversary Through job because of his inability to Inter “The Snarl of Hate" featuring Jail shows that the establishment has ed onto cars at Maine Cenrtal wharf
est athletes in coming to the insti Johnnie Walker. Silver Streak, will 25 inmates-—the largest number since yesterday by the steam lighter Sophia,
Local Stores.
the present administration took They were being shipped lo Chicago
tution. A promised gift is also to be be the attraction today.
, by john Bird of Camden.
forfeited for the same reason. The
The attraction for next Monday charge.
As a fitting climax for 25 years of pretty and wilful lady decides to
and
Tuesday
will
be
"The
First
ralue giving, The Cloverdale Com make things move, and by her per
pany, one of New England’s foremost sonal charm wins a football team Auto,’ If you own a car by all means
food distributing agencies, started which sweeps her father’s college to see "The First Auto," Warner Bros.’
an unusual Silver Jubilee Anniver victory and his Job to security. romance of thf last horse and the
sary Sale at its local stores on Mon Each man in the team thinks he is first horseless carriage, featuring
Barney Oldfield and Patsy Ruth Mil
day.
the girl’s favorite and when her du ler and including in the cast Russell
It has been customary for several
plicity is discovered high Jinks fol Simpson. Frank Campeau, William
years for this company to celebrate
low. “The College .Widow" is with Demarest. Douglas Gerrard. Paul
the anniversary of the opening of
out doubt the most thoroughly de Gruger, Gibson Gowland and E. H.
the-first store with a gigantic sale of
Roy Del Ruth directed
reasonable products at greatly re lightful college play ever written and Calvert.
duced prices. Because of the import the film is even better than the stage The piece Is exciting, human and up
ance of the occasion this year the version. In the cast are William roariously funny. One of the New
saje wiil be continued for ten days. Collier, Jr., Anders Randolf. Douglas York reviewers speaks of It ag the
November 14 to 23 Inclusive. The Gerrard, Robert Ryan. Charles Hill I epic of the automobile, being to the
featured products include many pop Malles, Sumner Getchei, Big Boy j latter what “The Iron Horse’ was to
Williams. Grace Gordon and Jess 1 railroads and "The Covered Wagon"
ular holiday items.
to the West.—adv.
Tlie Cloverdale buying staff, store Hibbs—adv.
managers, warehouses, and delivery
fleets -.have been keyed to a high
pitch for months in preparation for
this history making sale.
Alfred P. Lee, who was president
for more than twenty years, until his
death in October 1925, had been in
Telephone 14—Prompt Shipment
terested in the dairy business, from
he angle of distribution, for a good
many years. ‘He, together with sev
eral associates, conceived the idea of
establishing a chain of retail stores
handling only the best grade dairy
products, such as butter, cheese, and
eggs.
Rockland, Me.
It is interesting to note that even
138-140
hough Cloverdale Creameries have
ong since developed into stores
carrying a full line oMsroceries, the
tradition of the excellence and su
periority of such dairy products as
Cloverdale Butter, was so well founde 1 upon fact, that even today the
Cloverdale Stores are sought out by
discriminating housewives, because
pf the superior quality of Cloverdale
Butter.
The chain store idea was in its
infancy in 1902. and while the origin
al plans called for a modest expan
sion program, neither Mr. Lee nor
the other founders, had any expecta
tion that the small creamery store
on Blackstone street in Boston would
V
be the nucleus of a large and sue
You have probably delayed repairing that old
cessful chain of grocery stores, ex
tending throughout every state in
worn-out, weather-beaten roof because you just
New England and also New York
didn’t want to go through the trouble of ripping
State.
off the old shingles. You know that it would be a
The policies which made possible
Attention is called to the fact that more than
the tremendous growth of Ths
dirty, messy job, littering up your lawns and garden
Cloverdale Company were formulat
.
plots
with
splinters,
nails
and
broken
shingles.
27,000,000 of past due Government Securities have
ed in the very beginning of its op
erations. and they are still strictly
not been presented for payment.
Here’s good news! You can cover your home with
adhered to today.
out
going
through
all
that
unnecessary
work.
Save
They call for a program of using
the company’s huge buying power to
the time and money you would spend tearing up
the best possible advantage: of op
If you have any we would be glad to collect them,
die old shingles. Lay Bird’s Twin Shingles or
erating upon the most efficient and
Ffars
right
over
your
present
worn-out
roof
1
also
the
Second Liberty Loan Bonds and U. S. Treasury
economical basis; of being satisfied
with a minimum percentage of the
Bird’s Twin Shingles, laid over your old shingles, will make
Savings Certificates.
profits.
a durable, weather-proof and waterproof double net for your
The local Cloverdale Store has at
,. horns that will protect you from rain, snow, and from frying
tained a remarkable degree of pop
J sparks and embers.
ularity under the capable direction
of H. R. Winchenbaugh. He has been
Bird's Twin Shingles are i
ui.failing in his courtesy and con
sideration with the result that the
public has reciprocated and the store
has . prospered accordingly.
Mr
Winchenbaugh and his wife, who is
Rockland, Maine
Fis ere headquarters for Bird’s nxgSnfs,
associated with him in the store, are
building
papers
and
wall
board.
active in religious, social and frater
nal life of this city and surrounding
towns.
They have the full good
wishes of the community in this
Sliver Jubilee anniversary of their
great organization.

y The Thanksgiving Table
DINING SUITES

IF YOUft CAR.

WERE STOLEN
WOULD VOU
,HAVE TO WALK?
US

LET

INSURE

IT

FOR YOU

NOW!
Let us pay the loss—that’s our
business. We are returning to
theft insurance policy-holders, 25 c
of the premium they pay us as a
dividend. Under our system, theft
insurance is too cheap to be with
out.

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.

No 1
Fir Laths .

Are Here In Good Supply

AGENTS
425 MAIN ST.
TEL 98
ROCKLANO, MAINE

SPECIAL LOBSTER TRAP LATHS

BIRD'S ROOFS

Best Quality

W. H. Glover & Co.

Second

Liberty Loan Bonds

twfk

CANDIES

Bird’s Twin Shingles

Are Called For Payment
NOVEMBER 15, 1927

for

Thanksgiving
Stuffed Dates, new dates stuffed with walnuts...... 49c
Chocolate Covered Dates .............................................. 49c
Ribbon Candy, best quality, pound .......................... 30c
Mixed Kisses, chocolate, vanilla, peanut butter,
molasses, lb........................................................................ 30c
Salted Pecans, real special, at................................. 98c lb.
Salted Mixed Nuts, lb................................................... $1.40
Salted Jumbo Peanuts, lb................................................ 30c
Peach Blossoms, lb...............................................................40c
Peanut Brittle, lb................................................................ 30c

FRUITS AND NUTS OF ALL KINDS

Rockland Savings Bank

Surplus and Profits

W. H. GLOVER & CO.

CHISHOLM BROS.

453 Main St.

CONFECTIONERS

OPP. WAITING ROOM

.

ROCKLAND

Use Hardesty Peerless Flour lib
erally and cut down food bills.—adv.
124-S-tf

Rockland

TeL 14

Deposits

202,6^9.22

$2,475,083.29
»4-a-tf.

attSfr
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TALK OF THE TOWN
Knox Lodge, I. O. O. F., will have
work on the second degree Monday
night.

PRATT MEMORIAL
M. E. CHURCH
Sunday Evenings
7.15 P. M.
Series of Sermons
Representative Men

An auction party will be given by
the BPW Club at the Copper fettle
the evening of Nov. 30.

Capt. F L. Oreen is back from a
hunting trip with a 250-pound buck.
It’s real wintry weather when this
genial sportsman gets left.
“Please discontinue our ad. in re
gard to the geese,” writes Mrs. Car
rie A. Geyer of Cushing. "We have
spld them all and/had calls for sev
eral more. It certainly does pay to
advertise in The Courier-Gazette."
•
___
The crimson rambler regime has
hot ended, it would seem. Clifford
Oliver made his appearance at The
Courier-Gazette offlce yesterday with
a cluster of the blossoms which he
had picked only a few moments be
fore.
Steamer Norunthe^a is due to leave
the South Railway today after being
recaulked und metalled.—Schooners
Hildebrand and .1. C. Hamlin are there
for new spankermasts.—Schooner Irv
ing J. Luce is’ having its bottom
cleaned and painted.—Barge Bast will
haul out to recaulk.

The Jones Motor Co. has trans
ferred its offices and show rooms
from Main street, The Bicknell, to its
commodious Limerock street plant
and now has offices, show rooms, ga
rage and service station under one
roof at 65 Limerock street. The tel
ephone number remains 1000, same
as the Main street office.
The Burpee Hose Co. has leased
Thanksgiving Eve and The Arcade
for its annual levee and ball and has
assembled 30 of the nicest souveAirs
ever offered on such an occasion. The
boys run with Engine No. 3, and
know how to entertain the public as
well as save the puplic’s property.

Steamer Belfast will be withdrawn
from service upon her arrival in Bos
ton Nov. 26, and Steamer Cornish
substituted for the winter, perform
ing freight service only and making
two trips a week, sailing from Bos
ton Mondays and Thursdays and from
Rockland. Wednesdays and Satur
days.
Supper will be served at American
Legion hall this evening.—adv.
Boys' Coats—material, chinchilla—
colors, Blue. Deer and Brown. Priced
at $7.50 to $15.00. Fuller-Cobb-Davis. Rockland.
138-139

Remarkable values and a resulting
remarkable sale distinguishes Ihe
Guarantee Clothing Co. Birthday An
niversary Sale now going on. The
store is flooded with fine bargains
and crowded with eager buyers.—
adv.
•
E. B. Hastings & Co. -As the bad
weather this week has kept many
from our Dollar Sale, and the delay
in receiving one case of goods bought
especially for our sale, we will give
our trade the same low prices Mon
day’and Tuesday of next week.—adv.

For Thanksgiving
You will want the Best, so why
not buy your
POULTRY
Where they are kept alive to dress
to your order. We kill and clean
them all nicely and DELIVER.

FOWL, CHICKENS, DUCKS
and GEESE

MONROE’S
Telephone 647-14

138-133

Nov. 20. “The Inconsistent Man”
Nov. '27. “The Generous Man"
Dec. 4. “The Narrowminded Man"
Give quiet to your Sabbath eve
ning by attending Church

1368*145
Miss Rose McNamara has sold her
house on Union street to iS. S. Wal
dron of Spruce Head.

Childen of the primary department
at the Congregational Sunday school
are reminded to take the offerings of
fruit and jelly for the Home for Aged
Women Sunday morning at (he
school hour.
The football season of 1927 has
reached a close, as far as Rockland
High School is concernedThe
finale was to have been a (gftitest be
tween Rockland (High aft)} Higgins
Classical Institute this^tfternoon,
but Higgins has cancelled? nnd now
the hayrack is around aftw*the foot
ball gear. The fans who were won
dering how they were going to see
the Rockland-Higgins game and
hear the radio returns of the Har
vard-Yale game have thqs had the
problem solved. Please nfend by.
A permit for the ereelfpn of a
300,000 gallon gasoline stbffige plant
was given to Ira W. Feeney Thurs
day afternoon at a special Rearing
conducted by the City Council, Strict
requirements as to concrete base and
Are protection barriers Were set by
the board and cheerfully fcet by Mr.
Feeney. His plans are nu^deflnitely announced as yet but i^mfbans the
appearance of another ba distribu
tor in this section and tfil resulting
employment of labor. Somjfcpractical
idea of the amount of •flfeoline to
be stored can be gathertA/rom the
fact that it would supplyWlx stand
ard fire streams for Sve hours.
Hence the precautions A'ainst ac
cldent.

Miss Mildred Ryan wh$ has been
a member of the Fuller-Cobb-Davis
staff for 16 years has severed her
connection with that flrm''nnd left
yesterday for Boston whalelehe will
enter the employ of CrawfordHollidge Co., Temple Pia<;e, one of
Boston's most exclusive shops carry
ing women's wearing apparel. Craw
ford -Hollldge secures a saleswoman
of efficiency and Miss Ryan gets a
fine position with a conceXi of con
servativeness. At the closp of her
serivee with Fuller-Cobb-Davis. Miss
Ryan was remembered in £ gracious
manner by the concern, presented
with a stunning ensemble, luggage in
brown suede, from the miffibers of
the staff, and with a req silk um
brella from the girls in ifey depart
ment. She will make herfhome with
her brothers, John Ryan, in Medford,
Mass., and William Rya^?/ Rosllndale, Mass.

Telephone Topics.—If It is true
that the growth of th£ telephone
business is a definite indication of
prosperity of thd community, the
following comparison .showing the
growth of the Rockland exchange
will prove interesting to citizens: In
1925, gained 423 instruments; 1926,
gained 453; 1927. gained so far 581 .
. . .Members of the Commercial office
at the local exchange held a conferei ce last evening following dinner at
the Copper Kettle. Mr. Spear the
manager was in charge and in a
ver» interesting manner outlined
ways and means of improving the
commercial service rendered the
public. C. S. Moses, chief traveling
auditor of the company was a spe
cial guest.............. Recent visitors at
tlie local office are .1. C. Whittemore,
district manager, P. J. Bell, district
plant superintendent, Maurice C.
Orbeton, district traffic chief. ‘Miss
'Margaret O'Loughlin, all iPBangof.

IMr. and Mrs. Charles Walter of
140 l ark street have taken a baby
boy for adoption.

WE BUY
RAW FURS

Fred Gregory has sold the apples
from his orchard to W. A. Hills of
Union, through the agency of Caro
line Sherer Swett.
Kalloch Class met Thursday after
noon with Mrs. Carl Cassens, Cam
The Gospel Mission services Sun
den street. The ladies spent the time
day at 2.30 and evening at 7.30, con
profitably in sewing.
ducted by Charles .Atherton.
• • • •
Guy Douglaks went to Boston
The union Thanksgiving services
Thursday, on business. He went In
a Buick car of the 1927 make, and will he held Wednesday evening at
brought back one of the new 1928 7.30 in the Methodist Church. Rev.
Walter 8. Rounds will preach the
models.
sermon.
....
Sterling Gross and Alton W.
At the Congregational church to
Richards have returned from two
weeks’ hunting in Northern Maine morrow morning Mr. Rounds will
bringing with them two fine bucks— preach on the subject “The Chris
tian Basis for Thanksgiving." Church
and 8-polnt and a 12-point.
School will meet at noon and Fellow
ship League at 6 p. m.
The program at the Park today
* * • •
will include 5 acts of vaudeville. The
First Church of Christ, Scientist,
feature picture Is “The Angel of
Broadway, featuring Leatrlce Joy. Cedar and Brewster streets. Sunday
Three shows will be given, 2.00, 6.15 morning service at 11 o'clock. Sub
ject of lesson sermon, ‘'Soul and
and 8. 30.
Body." Sunday school at noon. The
A Darling hydrant is being in reading room Is located at 400 Main
stalled at a point mid-way of Tlie street, over Daniels' jewelry store,
‘Brook, giving that congested nnd and Is open each week day from 2 to
high value area much needed fire 5 o'clock.
• * • •
protection.
This is one of the
Universalist services tomorrow In
handsome new type hydrants which
has been ^standardized for the busi clude preaching at 10.30 by Rev. C.
A. Knickerbocker, subject, “God ln
ness section.
Disguise." The choir will sing “A
'Reports from the Armistice hall Psalm of Thanksgiving,” Allitsen and
presented at Thursday night's meet "Now Thank Mie All Our God,”
ing of the American Legion show a Shelley. The Junior Y. P. C. U. will
net income of $302, with some of the hold its regular meeting at 3, leader,
back towns yet to hear from. Of Virginia Post and Y. P. C. U. at 6,
this amount $200 will l>e used toward leader, Almon Cooper, Jr.
• * • •
the retirement of bonds. Plans are
being made for the Legion's annual
At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal,)
theatrical offering.
,
Rev. E. O| Kenyon, rector, services
for tomorrow wfTl be appropriate for
All desiring to contribute to the the Sunday next before Advent; Holy
Tbunksgiving baskets to be sent out Communion at 7.30; morning prayer
by the Congregational society will and sermon at 10.30; Church school
leave vegetables, apples, Jellies, pies, at noon. Evensong and sermon at
etc. at the ehurch vestry between St. John Baptist Church, Thomaston.
9 a. m. and 2 p. m. next Tuesday. Thursday, Thanksgiving Day: Holy
Contributions of money should be Communion at 7.30 and evensong at
sent as soon as possible to Mrs. G. 7.30 p. m. Litany Friday night at
A. Lawrence or Mrs. W. W. Spear, 7.30.
• * « «
Beech street.
The Men's Praying Band, led by
There will he pne interclass foot Ralph P. Conant, will conduct the
ball game at Community' Park this morning service at Littlefield Me
»casdn, and it will take place next morial Church Sunday at 10.30. Their
Wednqsday. The combatants will subject will 1)4 "Faith.” The choir
be teams selected from the Fresh will sing an anthem appropriate to
man and Sophomore classes, supple Thanksgiving Sunday. Bible school
mented by an even division of the meets at noon and the young people’s
Juniors. The dignified Seniors will service Is at 6 o’clock. Miss Arlene
act as coaches and officials.
Chaplcs will lead. J. N. Farnham
will lead the evening social service
Mayor and Mrs. James F. Carver, at 7.15.
Mrs. John O. Stevens and John H.
•
« « « •
MoGrath motored to Bath for the
Rev. John Dunstan will give a
opening of the highway deck or the Thanksgiving message at the Pratt
Carlton Bridge. Mayer Carver rode Memorial Church tomorrow morning
with Senator Drake in the parade and Miss Crockett will sing "The Bong
and was a guest at the dinner served of Thanksgiving," Allitsen. The an
to the officials at the Y. M. C. A. them "O Give- Thanks Unto the
The mayors car, driven by Mrs. Stev Lord,1’ M'atson. will be given by the
ens, had a position on the right of the choir. Church school will meet «at
line.
noon, and Epworth League at 5.15
p. m., followed by a social hour. The
The Harmony Club will give a evening service is at 7.15, topic "The
Thanksgiving dancing
party
in Inconsistent Man.” The anthem “God
Temple hall Wednesday evening with So Loved the World” will be rend
Kirk's seven-piece orchestra furnish ered and Mrs. Ruth Sewell will sing
ing music. Decorations and favors "I Heard the Voice of Jesus Say."
will be in keeping wtth the Thanks Prayer service on Tuesday night at
giving season and there will be many 7.30, topic "The Cure For Prejudice,"
novel dance features. Tickets on
« • • *
■sale by members of the club and the
“What Does Thanksgiving Cost"
proceeds will go to the fund being will be the pastor's subject at the
created towards building the com
First Baptist Church Sunday morn
munity clubhouse. These committees ing at 10.30 with this special music
afe in charge: Advertising, Miss by the choir; "Every Good Gift,"
Mary Pratt, Miss Helen Bird; orches Ketelbey and "Psalm of Thanksgiv
tra, Miss Aleada Hall; decorations, ing" Allitsen. There will also be a
Mrs. Natalie Snow and- Miss Helen service of dedication of infanta. I
Feeney; refreshments, Mrs. Lucy Tlie State convegtion offering will be
Rankin; tickets, Mrs. Madeline Law taken at the nforning service. Tlie
rence.
Church School will be held at the
noon hour, and the, Christian En
E. B. Hastings & Co. Ah the bad deavor at 6 o'clock. Beginning at
weather this week has kept many 7.15 p. m„ there will be an organ re
'com our Dollar Sale, and the delay cital by Charles Leech Gulick, fol
in receiving one case of goods bought lowed by an Old Hymns Festival,
especially for our sale, we will give with the singing of the fine old
jur trade the same low prices Mon- hymns. Mrs. Lillian Joyce and Carl
Jay and Tuesday of next week.—adv. Cassens will sing a duet and the
choir will repeat the “Psalm of
Thanksgiving.” The topic for the
prayer meeting on Tuesday evening
Mill be "How, When, Where nnd
Why 'he Thankful.’ On M'ednesday
evening there will be a. union
Thanksgiving service at the Meth
odist Church. The teacher training
Class will be held on Friday night.

|-YODR THANKSGIVING GROCERIES-^,

Doing the marketing for the Thanksgiving
dinner and all the other meals that are to be enjoyed
by the family throughout the Thanksgiving holi
days is no small task. To make it easy for you let
qs suggest thatTyou make out your list well in ad
vance, give it to us, and we will fill it down to the
smallest item.

Our Selections Represent
1 The Best

Native Turkeys

Rhode Island Turkeys

Western Turkeys
Native Geese
Ducks and Ducklings
Fresh Killed Fowl and Chickens
Why Not Remember Some Friend With An Attractive Thanksgiving Basket.
■ffd-

Endive
Hubbard Squash
Pascal Celery
Native Celery
Cukes
Tomatoes

Qqality

Tel. 353

Iceberg Lettuce
Spinach
Peppers
Cauliflower
Sweet Potatoes
Onions

Appfcs—
Delicious
McIntosh
Grape Fruit
Y)ranges>
Grapes

Knoivlton’s
“Not How Cheap But How Good”

Pears
Layer Raisins
Figs
Dates
Mixed Nuts
' Pop Com
Ribbon Candy

Seryice

Tel. 353

Page Three

WILSON DROPS
But the Outpointed Rockland
Battler Puts Up a Game
Fight.
Young Al Wilson, who has been
going “like a house afire" since he
took up his boxing career, suffered
his first knockout at The Arcade last
night. After putting up a terrific battle
against Young Hurd of Springvale,
who is claimant to the State cham
pionship in the lightweight class.
Half a head shorter, five pounds
lighter and with much iess expe
rience, the Rockland boy was at a de
cided disadvantage the moment he
entered the ring. He went down for
the count of nine in the second round
and had a similar experience in the
fourth, but each time he came back
like a cyclone, and had Young Hurd
been less versed in the art of self de
fense he must certainly have gone to
the '‘graveyard" in which lie Al Wil
son's several victims.
The Springvale champion cut loose
with some fierce uppercuts in the
fifth round, and a blow to the Jaw
sent Wilson down for keeps. He
made a gallant effort to rise, but he
had met his master after fighting one
of the gamiest battles a local crowd
has ever seen.
The semi-final was als0 a terrific
battle, ln some respects the best that
has been seen here this season. The
principals were Wildman Qulron of
Dexter, who never fails to fight with
all there Is ln him; and Seattle Kid
of Sanford, a newcomer in local box
ing circles. It looked ln the early
stages of the battle as If the |Wlldman would put his opponent away,
but the latter made good recovery,
and Qulron had his hands full the
remainder of the match. The Dexter
scrapper had the better of the argu
ment. bqt Seattle Kid looked so good
I that he would be welcome here again,
i Kid Low of Belfast and Battling
j Sukeforth of the Ceme|tt Plant
I opened the evening's program with a
slashing prelim, in which the former
rather unexpectedly proved to be the
better man. Sukeforth was still on

Men’s Fall and
Winter Top Coats

English
Styles
made from
American
and
English
Materials
on English
Patterns

WE BUY
RAW FURS

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

In addition to our big
range of Women’s Fine
Cloth and Fur Trimmed
Coats we have added the
best line of Men’s Coats
made.

We know
right.

them

to be

• Gentlemen:
We invite
your inspection. Our standard on Ladies' Coats is
high—the same standard
we must maintain in our
Men’s Wear Departments.

For years the lady has
asked:
"What shall
buy my
husband for Christmas?"
Today this will solve one
of the perplexing things at
Christmas time.

I

Prices
$45.00
$55.00
$60.00
$65.00
. and they
are Right
in every
way

Wool
lined
Gloves
for Men
and
Women
all in the
new cuts
and colors

Style
counts
a lot in
Gloves
as well as
in
Garments
We show
the Best

A Pair of Fine Fur or
Wool Lined Gloves
We know we have onp < f
the most complete lines of
Men’s ami Women's Gloves
In Maine in the very latest
styles and colors nnd in
the desired sizes.
Priced ns lew, and as
high, as you desire.
An enrly purchase is sug
gested to tit you in the size
you require.

Blouse Dept

LUGGAGE
Assembled in our Basement

New and Attractive for Christ
mas Gifts is now shown in
large array
Trunks, Bags, Suitcases, Hat
Bags, Fitted Cases, etc., Glad
stone Bags, for men and wom
en. This department is special
ly supplied.
“The holiday giving spirit is
taking the attention of many
shoppers.”
it is a wise habit—why not try
it and begin here.

We Buy Raw Furs

«

The season is open on Fox,
Raccoon, Skunk, Weasel and
Mink.

Do not overlook our
Blouse Department.
Throughout the past
seasons of the slpw
sale of the blouse, we
have maintained a
blouse department,
to meet the require
ments of those who __
_
have still continued to buy this garment. It is com
ing back strong—as an essential garment for My
Lady’s wardrobe. With the return of skirts and the
advent of the sport suit.
Our stock is most complete
The Blouse is here again to stay
Visit this department, in our balcony

Not that we want to force the season, but we take this oppor
tunity to remind our customers that it is only a few weeks—and
the rush will be on and one and all will be selecting their

BASEMENT ATTRACTION

HOLIDAY GIFTS

To the customer who does not want to spend over

Can be found here in Great Varieties, Sizes and
Prices. Later the assortment will be lesss conspicu
ous. Every day shortens the season for wearing just
so much—why not make the selection now?

$15 for a dress, or $25 for a coat
I

A constaant reminder that

Visit ur Basement Department. You will be aston

ished to see our dresses at $5, $6.75, $7.50, $10 and

A Coat of Fur, A Coat of Cloth, A Coat of Cloth,
Fur Trimmed

coats from $1 5.00 to $25.00 can be had

Your children can be fitted from a fine selected stock of Children's
Coats.

Qualify, Style and Finish

Many of our choicest drfesses that cannot be dupli

Prices Unequalled

cated, ^r odd dresses that have been reduced

Be Convinced by Looking
Sudden Service on all Mail Orders

WE BUY
RAW FURS
his feet when the bout ended, how
ever.
Another newcomer on the program
last night was Young Meader of
Waterville, who was knocked out by
Ish Patterson of Belfast in the third
round. It was a very rugged give
and take battle, which ended with a j
right hook to the jaw.
Four better bouts will seldom be j
found on any program outside of the 1
grand circuit.

WE BUY
RAW FURS

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

A style expert Is one who can make
If you have an aim ln life yo
a woman feel modest when she can't afford to waste any time i
doesn’t look it.—Dallas News.
hating people.

You have in a Guardian
Memorial an expression of
eternal beauty, peace and
security. Fashioned by mas
ter craftsmen from selected
Barre Granite, it is protected
forever by a Jones Brothers
Guarantee Bond.

DIED
Davis—Medford Hillside. Jtfass, iNov. 10.
Lottie M., wife of Albert I. Davis, (native of
Appleton.
Hyler—Camden, Nov. 11, Alfreda. widow of
George Hyler, aged 70 years.
Burial in
Thomaston. [Correction.!
Hall—Owl’s Head. Nov. 17, Eva, widow of
John D. Hall, aged 71 years, 1 month. 16
days. Funeral Sunday at 2 o’clock from the
Finnish Church.
IN MEMORIAM

In loving memory of our dear husband and
father who passed away one year ago.
Mrs. V. B. Collamore and Children.

GUARDIAN MEMORIALS

How about a pair of

Everlasting Beauty

■MBMMI

E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
Waldoboro, Me.
Authorized Distributor!
TRADC MARK RtO U $ FAT OFF.

LET’S TALK TURKEY

Ties of the above pattern for Thanksgiving Day
socials
*

The pretty Patent Tie made with a covered Cuban
Heel, and medium toe, is one of the many styles for
you to choose from. The above shoe in stock AA to D.

‘ $8.50
McLAiN SHOE STORE
STOP AT THE WALK OVER SIGN
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Please leave your order for Thanksgiving

PLUM PUDDING

And While We’re At It

ROASTERS

;

ENAMEL ROASTERS, $1.00 .up
WEAREVER ROASTERS $3.95, $4.95, $5.95
(Aluminum)
Perfect Your Thanksgiving Dinner

HOME METHOD BAKERY

BIGGER SALES THAN EVER
An Old Family Tk«f’« Wk»t Hundreds of Deniers say nf
Doctor’s Favorite _ ..
« 1 1
zxei

Praacription.

By Using One of Our Roasters

ROCKLAND HARDWARE CO.
408 Main Street

AND ALL KINDS OF FRUIT CAKE

Rockland

Ballard s Golden Oil

A Standard Houteheld Remedy far
Family Ilia and Ailmeata. In use ler
Generations.
Only 35 Cents Ruts a
Bottle In tke Medicine Cleeet Ready far
Emtrfencits and Good tn the Last
Golden Drop. Sold Everwkere.
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VINALHAVEN

THE REALM OF MUSIC I
Gladys St. Clair Morgan

A

iBAYER

For sore throat, there’s a swift and sure
wav to soothe away the inflammation. Every
singer knows the secret! Dissolve Bayer
Aspirin tablets in pure water, and gargle.
Nothing in the whole realm of medicine is
more helpful in cases of sore throat. And
you probably know how Aspirin dispels a
headache; breaks up colds, relieves rheu
matic pain, neuralgia, neuritis, lumbago!
Just make certain to get genuine Bayer
Aspirin; it has Bayer on the box, and on each tablet. All druggists,
with proven directions.

Physicians prescribe Bayer Aspirin;

it does NOT affect the heart
Atplrin ta tbe trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of Monoaceticacidester of SaHcjlIcactd

NO-CI L
Salad Dressing
IS DELICIOUS ON SANDWICHES
TRY IT! YOU WILL LIKE “NO-OIL”
For Sale By All Dealers
-

When Dr. Charles I.eech Gulick. promise a valuable season’s work
remAvned concert organist, was Among the rules adopted this sea
heard at the Methodist Church Sun son is one to the effect that any un
day. June 5, he made a most favor ruly or disturbing member shall be
able impression by his scholarly fined five cents. Mrs. Noyes hit on
playing and interesting program, so the idea at the Federation of Music
the announcement that he is to ap- Clubs held in Augusta, when at the
'pear at the First Baptist Church to junior session a youngster said in her
morrow evening
in recital has report: ’'Wle fin? any member who
brought forth many expressions of makes a disturbance five cents. At
pleasure in the anticipation of a first we used to get lots of nickels,
treat for music lovers. Dr. Gulick but now we don’t get many.”
The same plan of work is being
has made extensive tours which have
been consistently successful; has carried out, the first half of the pro
broadcast from the Chicago station gram being devoted to study under
TON, and tilled numerous concert the direction of Mrs.Lucy Rankin,
engagements. While his fame to a the other half to musical numbers by
large extent has been confined to the the members in charge of Mrs.
west, since becoming a summer resi Noyes. It is good that Mrs. Rankin
dent of Maine, he has played in Ban and Mrs. Noyes could carry on this
gor, Lewiston, Augusta and Portland, work. Undertaking the work last
and many of the smaller towns, and year with no definite outline and no
is rapidly establishing himself as an material assistance, they developed
artist of the first water in the east. 1 surprisingly in efficiency and had the
Dr. Gulick possesses the faculty of satisfaction of producing a Junior
presenting a program at once enter cluh at the Federation which was
taining and instructive. He brings second to none.
• • • •
out all the possibilities of the instru
ment and has a keen sense of orches- 1 The admirers of "Helen of Troy”
tration which serves to color his and “Galahad” will be interested to
work in an interesting way. The learn that their author. John Erskine
concert tomorrow evening is to be of Columbia University, a pianist of
open to the public, and a capacity I merit, is to appear as soloist with
house should greet this talented or the New York Symphony Orchestra
in Buffalo, playing a Mozart Con
ganist.
• , • •
certo.
• • • •
A vesper service which promises to

be of high worth particularly from
There has been speculation recent
a musical standpoint is to be given ly why when the foremost American
at the Unlversalist Church Sunday, poets are named Edna St. Vincent
Nov. 27. when the church quartet Millay's name is being omitted. The
with an assisting quartet will give , brilliant libretto of 'The King's
•Cowens ‘’Hymn of Thanksgiving," Henchman" seemed to have estab
one of the most inspiring expressions lished her position more securely
of the Thanksgiving season. The as- j than ever, yet her name does not ap
sisting quartet will be composed of | pear in the reviews given out by
Mrs. Helen Wentworth, soprano, of se\eral of the country's foremost
Warren, Mrs. Fred True, contralto, critics What's the reason?
E. R. Veazie, tenor, and E. F. Berry,
e • • .
bass. There will also be a chorus j One of the outstanding of the
I by the young people of the church, artists heard from the air recently
and several instrumental numbers has been Beniamino Gigli, Metro
witli the combination of piano and politan tenor, who sang to us last
organ, violin, piano and organ, etc. Sunday evening in the AtwaterMiss Stahl, the church organist, will Kent hour. Mr. Gigli until he fell
be assisted in Instrumental work by under the persuasions of Atwater
Miss Mabel Iamb, piano, and A. R. Kent eluded many efforts to entice
Marsh, violin.
him into the broadcasting field, hav
...»
ing been one of the most difficult to
Mrs. Noyes states that the Junior win over to radio. His final sur
Harmony has reopened for the 1927- render proved him one of the most
2S season with practically the same expensive artists to secure. His ad
membership which is being augment dition to the Kent artists Is regarded
ed at each meeting by new members. as a triumph.
Gigli joined the Metropolitan Opera
There seems to be a general interest
and enthusiasm in the club which Company in the summer of 1920,

Jbr Economical Transportation

LET

fe

J

szs

J

^sLX.

□
car fir her, too Z

A

In thousands of American homes there are now two automo
biles—“a car for her, too,” so that there may be transportation
for the family while “he” drives to business.
And the family car has such an infinite degree of usefulness:
neighborhood shopping, running downtown, taking the
children to school, afternoon calls—and the many additional
trips that must be made as part of every day’s work.
Because it is so easy to drive and park . . . because it is so
decidedly smart and comfortable, today’s Chevrolet is an out
standing favorite among women drivers everywhere—provid
ing, in abundant measure, the safety, charm and elegance that
women demand in their personal cars.
Come—and see the beautiful Chevrolet models. You’ll find
quality you have always associated with the highest priced
automobiles—and you’ll find Chevrolet ownership is always
economical . . . even when the family has more than one
automobile.

7

— at

these Low Price?!

TheTouring$£*
or Roadster J

The

v

Coach

•

•

£

$£Q£

J 3- J

The
9C
Coupe - • O J
The 4-Door $
695
Sedan

’

The Sport
Cabriolet
The Imperial $e
Landau

’715
’745

-Ton Truck $TQC

Chassis Only

JsJ

l-Ton Truck $3QC

Marguerite Chapter will meet Mon
day evening
Tlie entertainment j
committee will serve refreshments
and games will be played.
Miss Rita Greenlaw returned Tues
day from a visit with friends in
Portland and Camden.
Mrs. Irving Ipitleld returned Wed
nesday from .a week's stay tn Bos
ton. She also visited relatives in
Portland and Augusta.
LESSON No. 14
Mrs. Everett Payson of Hope ar
rived Wednesday, called by illness of
Question: Why is emul her sister Mrs. Fred K. Coombs.
Joseph Tyler of Bangor is in town
sified cod-liver oil so effi
this week.
cient and so beneficial a
Mrs. Jesse Greenlaw went Wednes
day to Camden, called by illness of
food-tonic ?
her daughter-in-law Mrs. Blanchard
Greenlaw.
Fred Chilles entertained a party of
Answer: Because it is
friends at bridge Wednesday night.
so easily assimilated and
'Speaking of spry New Englanders.
Mrs. Hannah Robbins celeb rated her
quickly builds up strength.
93rd birthday. Nov. 14 at her home
on Chestnut street.
Multitudes use it every
District deputy grand high priest
day as in
John I,. Tewksbury of Camden made
his official inspettion visit to Royal
Arch Chapter Thursday night. A
banquet wns held at the close of the
ceremonies.
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Lane returned
Wednesday from Boston.
Mrs. Fred Burns entertained the
making his debut in “Mefistofele." members of her club at a tacking bee
His triumph was instant, both with Thursday. The guests of honor were
publir and critics. The unexpected Mrs. Aiiston Roberts. M(s. Lizzie
illness of Enrico Caruso caused a Hopkins, Mrs. Ralph Claytor and
large portion of the burden of the | Miss Dora Landers. A New England
season to fall upon Gigli's shoulders. boiled dinner was served.
The subject of the lesson sermon
He Is a native" of Reeanati, Italy,
where he sang for ten years in the Sunday of the Christian Science So
church choir. His operatic debut ciety will be ‘’Soul and Body.” The
was made at Rovigo near Venice In public is invite<l.
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Jones of
1924, following his course at the
Belfast arrived Thursday.
Rome Conservatory.
• • • •
The all-American opera “The
King's Henchman" was heard in
Boston for the first time last Mon
day night at the Tremont Theatre,
with Francesca Peralta, Marie Sundelius, Constance
Hejda,
Henri
1*
Scott, Rafaele Diaz. Martino Valenti.
Hl-'li
Oro Hyde, Dudley Marwick, John
Roberts. Richard ILale. Arthur Hack
ett. (who was heard some years ago
In Rockland at a Rubinstein Club re
cital), all Americans but three In
spite of the queer contradictory
names. The three are Peralta and
7
Valenti who were born and raised In
England, and Sundelius who was
born in Sweden but was brought to
this country when a small child.
Diaz was born in Texas, Hejda is a
product of Baltimore, while Henri
Scott belles his first name and claims
Pennsylvania as
his birthplace.
Dudley Marwick was born in Hart
ford. Conn.. Richard Hale in Tennes
see. and Arthur Hackett is a Wor
cester boy. This accounts for all but
one—John Roberts—a newcomer who
has sung In Europe under an EuroA Young Salesman
ppgi name, but who has returned to
Master Parker Bray, son nt Mr.
sing in America for the first time
as himself, in the one great Amer inti Mrs. William Bray has recent
ly been notified of his selection for
ican opera.
membership in the League of Cur
... $
tiss Salesmanship, an honor organ
The Maine Federation of Music
Clubs considers that Maine should ization maintained by the Curtis
have a distinctive State song of its Publishing Co. for boys who sell its
publications. Admittance to this or
own. and has offered a prize of $25
for the words and another $25 for ganization depends upon regular
the'miisic of such a song. The words school attendance and a record of
service
to
customers.
and music must be dignified and efficient
simple. Anyone, whether native of Through this training boys gain
Maine or not, can contest. The time sense of responsibility that tends to
Un^it* for entries is April 1, 1928, for help them through life.
Parker’s friends are pleased to see
the words, and foiir months later for
the music.
All communications him developing a sense of self-conshould be sent to Miss Agnes G. ftdence and ability to make decisions
Keating of the Eastland Hotel, Port (or better work, also glad to see him
land. who is chairman of the com rearing his badge of membership
mittee, which includes men and wo Iiis sales have been largely among
men prominent in Maine musical be business men and summer guests
if this town, and now they are look
circles.
ng forward to see him do a still
• • •
Glancing over the dtftes and pro arger business.

SCOTT'S EMULSION

Chassis Only

All price® f. o. b. Flint, Mich,

Check Chevrolet Delivered Price, 1
They include the lowest handling and insuring
charge* available.

Read what a well known traveling
salesman of Bangor, Me. says about

BUXTON’S
SPECIFIC

689 MAIN STREET

TELEPHONE 837-M

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Bangor. Me., May 25. 1927.
Gent'emen: For several years I have
been troubled with Rheumatism. Someone
recommended Buxton's Specific to me and
I have taken six bottles. I haven't felt
a touch of my old trouble since, and feel
that I can recommend your Specific very
highly.
Yours truly,
T. H. JOHNSON.
240 Main SL
Let us send you a booklet

Buxton Rheumatic Medicine Co.
QUALITY

AT

LOW

COST

Abbot Village. Maine
Tbe Specific le on tale at all

drug storm.

leading
136-S-tf

.

Roy Knowlton and family and Mrs.
Rebecca Alley of Camden were re
cent guests of Mrs. Maud Anthony
Alton Hopkins of Hallowell spent
Sunday with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Hopkins.
Returning
home he was accompanied by his
father who will spend a few weeks
here.
The Willing Workers sewing circle
was entertained Monday evening at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Allie Me
seivey, Tenants Harbor.|
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Marshall
were in Medomak Sunday, making
the trip by auto with Roy Alley of
Camden.
Quite a number from here are at
‘ending the special meetings at
jlermere.
After the first kiss a young man
kicks himself for having wasted so
mueh time.
STATE OF MAINE

Knox. ss.
To the Hnncrable Justice of the Supreme
Judicial Court to be held af Rockland, within
and for said County of Knox, on the second
Tuesday of January. A. D . 1928
Resi»ertfu’ly represents Maggie C. McClure
of Rockland, in said County of Knox that
•he was lawfully married to George H. ’Me
Hure at said Rockland, on the twenty-fifth
day of March, A. D., 1916, by the Reverend
E. S. Ufford, duly authorized to solemnize
marriages in this State;
That the said Libelant has ever been faith
ful to her marriage obligations, but that the
•aid libel©** has been unmindful of the same
That the said Llbe'ee utterly deserted your
Ihelant without cause on the ninth day of
July, A. D.. 1922. and has continued said
desertion for three consecutive years next
nrior to the filing of this libel, that his resi
dence Is unknown to your libelan-t and can
no* he appertained hy reasonable di’icence;
Wherefore she prays that a divorce from
he bonds of ma’rimony between her and
the said libelee be decreed: and that the
•ustody of their minor chl’dren. namely
Annie E. horn March 26. 191": James H\
bon March 4. 1918; George IN., born Febru
iry 13. 1919 ; and Mary A., horn June 6, 1920,
be decreed her.
Dated at Rockland this first day of Novem
her, A D., 1927.

FRIENDSHIP

said Ueirge -H. Lincoln to Benjamin H. Lin
coln of said Washington, by written assign
ment. dated Juns 27. 1927. and recorded In
Knoi Registry of Deeds, Book 173, page 311;
And Whereas the condition of said mort
gage has been broken, now therefore, hy rea
son of the breach of condition thereof, I,
the eaid Benjamin H. Lincoln, claim a fore
closure of said mortgage.
Dated this fourteenth day of November,
A. D„ 1927.
BENJAMIN H. LINCOLN.
STATU Of MAINE
Knot SS
November 14. 1027.
Personally appeared the above subscribed
Benjamin H. Lincoln and made oath that the
foregoing notice of foreclosure la true.
Before me,
HAROLD B. KALER,
N'ov. 19-M-Dec. 3
Justice of the Peace.

Lester Simmons has returned tram
Portland where he underwent an op
eration (or appendicitis. He is feel
ing very much improved in health.
Virgil Morton substituted for Mr.
Simmons at Jameson & Wotton's
store.
William, sox of Mr. and Mrs. Fosar Jameson of Waldoboro,- Is visiting
his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Sher
man T. Jameson.
Twenty-one members of the Bap
tist circle and Methodist >ladies’ aid
attended an all-day session at the
home of Mrs. Harry L. Bossa, the
hostesses being Mrs. Bossa and Mrs.
Jranville T. Brow. A boiled dinner
was served and the day spent in
sewing on patchwork quilts, after the
usual business meeting.
Mrs Geneva Anderson of Thomas
ton has resumed her position at the
home of Orris Cook.
There will be a union service of the
village churches at the Adventist
Church Sunday evening.
Mrs. Nellie Wallace of South Wal
doboro is resting comfortably at the
Portland hospital, after undergoing
amputation of one of her fingers, due
to blood poisoning.
Mrs. Daniel Giroux and Infant
daughter of Waterville and Mrs.
Ernest Burns of South Waldoboro!
visited Mrs. Alfred Morton and Mrs.
Melvin Burns Wednesday.
Miss Eleanore Hartel has returned
to her home in West Newton, Mass..’
after visiting for* two weeks with
Mr. and Mrs. LaForest R. Burns.
• Levi Noyes, Ralph Starrett and
Harry L. Bessa returned Wednesday
from McManus hunting camp, near
Smyrna Mills, after a week's hunting
trip. To prove that their trip wall
not in vain, one had only to glance at
the buck and two very good looking
does which they were fortunate in
shooting.
A harvest supper was served Ip the
K. of p. hall Friday night by the
sistet-hood.
There will be a special picture at
the playhouse next Wednesday night
Lon Chaney in "Tell It To the Ma
rines,” in'- addition to the serial
"Hawk of the'Hills" and Pathe News,
with no advance in prices.
Edwin Prior broke a finger last
Wednesday while working at Burn
ham & MorrHl's clam factory.
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. B. Kirkpatrick
have returned* to their ho-me at Fen
way Studios; Boston, after being here
since early sommer. ■
Frank Wotton Is working for Ar
thur Crisp during the temporary ab
sence of Floyd Wotton who is re
covering from a recent throat oper
ation.
L. C. Morthn Is visiting his son
Colby Morton in New York.
The ladles' aid of the Methodist
Church spent a very pleasant after
noon at the home of Mrs. Dalton
Wotton Tuesday.

MAGGIE C. McCLVRE

STATE OF MAINE
Knox. ss.
November t A D.
Personally appeared Maggie C. McClure,
he above named libelant, and made oath that
the foregoing allecatio”
to *he residence
>f the libelee is true Before me,
FRANK b. miller.

(Seal!

RHEUMATIC

Sea View Garage

PORT CLYDE

FORECLOSURE
Meeae by her deed of
19th day of November
Knox Registry of Deetht.

Mr. and Mrs. Edward
-3a—
page S5, ron,eyed
me, ,h,
Newtonville »ss„ were recent guests Bmlk
of Mr. and Mr* Everett E. hales.
undersigned, certain parcel of real estate
C. A. Fuller left Wednesday on a including buildings -theeun situated In Vinal
haven in the County of Knox and bounded
business trip to Boston.
and described as follpws;—
Walter Carleton is seriously ill at
Beginning at a stake and atones 4>n the
the Community Hospital in Camden. westerly side of the Granite Island road and
on the northerly ride of the private way
The Sunshine Class met Tuesday leading to H. A. Dtlano's residence; thence
evening at the Moody parsonage and westerly hy line of said way 175 feet to the
under the direction of their teacher' shore or to the westerly side of a ledge on
\t-a i i
--.j.
, r,
I th« shore bunk; thence northerly aa tlie shore
Mrs. J. L. Wilson made scrap books |iea
,ee, t0 a large granite boulder and
for sbutins and had a very enjoyable including the shore privileges thereto west
erly
of
this line; thence northeasterly 135
gathering. Refreshments were served.
feet to the aforesaid Granite Island Road for
Mrs. Mabel Withee and Mrs. Eliza a corner; thence southerly by line of said
Jones attended the meeting of the road 235 feet to the bound began at, con
Past Noble Grands' in Rockland on taining three-fourths of an acre of land there
being the same more or less.
Wednesday.
And whereas the condition of said mortgage
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar S. Bohndell and has been broken. Now therefore, by reason
son Henry motored to Franklin re of the breach of the conditions thereof I
claim foreclosure of said mortgage.
cently where they were guests of Mr
-HARVEY W. AMES.
Dated at Vinalhaven, IMaine. this 10th day
and Mrs. L. C. Bragdoit.
of
November
1927.
Mrs. Adelaide Morrill has closed
STATE OF MAINE
her residence on Mechanic street and Kno:., ss.
November 10, 1927.
Personally appeared the above subscribed
gone to Wilkes-Barre, Pa., where she
Harvey
W.
Ames
and
made
oath that the fore
will spend the winter with Mr. and going foreclosure notice is true.
Mrs. Elmer E. Mathews.
deed.
Before me,
Mrs. Beulah Richardson is motor
H. GLIDDEN,
ing to Portland today and entertain Nov. 19-26-Dec. 3 DAINTEL
JJustlce of the Peace.
ing friends at a theatre party. In
FORECLOSURE NOTICE
cluded in the party are Mrs. Elmo
Whereas Maude Hlsler Hibbert of Washing
Crozier, Mrs, William G. LeFurgy, ton In the County of Knox and State of
Mrs. Everett E. F. Libby and Mrs. Maine, by her mortgage deed dated the
twenty-third day of March, 1919, and re
Herbert Mann.
corded In Knox Registry of Deeds, Book 180,
Mrs. H. A. Fuller Is visiting in page 318, conveyed to George H. Lincoln ot
said AVashington, a certain parcel of real es
Wollaston and Quincy, Mass.
tate, situated in said Washington and bound*
At the Methodist Church Sunday ed and described as follows:—
morning the pastor, Rev. B. H. John
Beginning at a stake and atones south
corner of George M. Hibbert’s land;
son, will taift for his subject “All west
thence north-easterly to land formerly owned
That Is Within Me,' a Thanksgiving by the widow, Elizabeth Howard, to a birch
service. The evening topic will be tree marked for a corner; thence north
by eald Elizabeth Howard’s land to
Enter Into His Gates With Thanks westerly
the "Old Ballard Line,” (so called) to a
giving.”
spruce tree marked for a corner; .thence by
Rev. J. L. Wilson will preach at the said "Ballard Line" southerly across the
leading from West Washington to
Baptist Church Sunday morning and highway
Clark's Corner, so called, to the land of
evening. Morning topic, “Do I Own t’-eorge M. Hibbert and known as the Joses'
Myself?"
Evening service at 7 llot; thence south-easterly on said Hibbert's
•Clock, subject ~Z.c-ch.us " Those at^IKorW’ofT
tending the morning service or church w. Wellmsn. it being a part of the abora
school are asked to remember the mentioned Jones’ place. to the first mentioned
Cont.lnlns one hundred aerm, more
poor and needy In the community by bounds.
or leu;
bringing food, clothing or money, as
And Whereas 'he said mortgage and the
debt thereby secured waa assigned by tha
Thanksgiving offering.

1

grams to be given hy the Rossin
Cluh recitals during the present sea
son, several significant names catch
the eye, such as Frederic Tillotson.
noted pianist, who gave a recital be
fore the club Thursday of this week;
Mrs. Sue Winchell Burnett, 'cellist,
of Brunswick; Miss A,vis Lamb, so
prano, who won the recent radio con
test for Maine; Miss Marcia Merrill
Miss Ziiphetta Butterfield. Mrs. Fenderson, Mrs. Nelly, IMrs. Davis, Mrs.
Charles R. Cronham (May Korb), all
prominent Portland musicians whose
names are familiar to many of us
The Rossini Ensemble is to appear at
several of the recitals. Among the
members of this musical group is
Miss Augusta Healey of Rockland
playing the '.cello.
• • • •
Albert Hall, London, has been re
constructed, and now audiences get
more than they pay for because of
the echoes. When Feodor 'Chaliapin
recently sang there, it was said tha'
two Chaliapins were hearfl at al
times, and sometimes more than two
The hall has more echoes than the
Mammoth Cave of Kentucky and in
some parts the acoustics are so bad
that only sounds reverberating fron
the gallery are audible. The seating
capacity of the building is abou
k.000, and Chaliapin filled It to ca
pacity for his performances.
* * • •
Belfast is to have a musical society
something that city has not had for
many years other than the Festival
Chorus which is now disbanded
Madam deMora, a recent comer to
Belfast, who has had many years of
experience both on the operatic
stage and in teaching and directing
is anxious to establish a musical or
ganizatlon which she will call the
Belfast Musical Art Society. An
person, old or young, women and
children, will be eligible.
It i
planned to have a certain amount of
instruction in voice, breathing, etc
and take up chorus and part sing
ing.

NOTICE OF
Whereas. Annie I,.
Fales of1 mortgage dated the
euests >**• *nd recorded in

Justice of the Peace
STATE OF MAINE

Knox, ss.
Clerk’s Office. Supreme Judicial Court,
in Vacation

Rockland. November 14, A. D.. 1927
Upon the foregoing Lthel, Orde-ed. That
he Libellant give notice to said George H
McClure to appear bpfore our Supreme
Judicial Uouri. to he holden at Rockland,
within and for the County of Knox, on the sec
ond Tuesday of January A. D. 1,928. by publish
ing an attested copy of said Libel, and this
order thereon, three weeks successviely in The
Courier-Gazette, a newspaper printed In
Rockland in our County of Knox, the last
publication to he thirty days at least prior
to said second Tuesday of January next, that
he may the-e and then In our said court
appear and show cause. If any he have, why
the prayer of said Libellant should not be
granted.

NEW HARBOR
Capt. George Gilbert in the lobster
imark Willard Daggett Is at the har
bor for a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward McFarland
returned home Tuesday after spend
ing the week In Lewiston and Port
land with relative^.
Earle Feltis has recently bought
a new Chevrolet car.
Earndale
Cushing and
Edwin
Blaisdell of Pemaquld Beach shot a
deer last week.
The community Is saddened by the
death of Fred Tibbetts. Mr. Tibbetts
Will he greatly missed at the-GIoucester Fish Co., where he has had
employment for about eight years.
'Mrs. Hiram Morton of Brown’s
Cove is visiting her mother Mrs. El
den Mortoit. •
At the movies 'Saturday night John
Gilbert in “Twelve Miles Out.”
Mrs. Charles Meserve is ill at this
writing. It Is Mr. and Mrs. Meserve's
plan to start for their winter home
in Miami. Fla., as soon as Mrs. Me
serve Is able to travel.
Lawrence Miller has recently had
a sun parlor and veranda built on ills
house. t
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph York of Port
land are visiting Mr. and Mrs. W. D.
Loud.
M. F. McFarland has had his store
enlarged 12 feet. A. E. -McFarland
has been doing the carpenter work.
Miss Jeanette Bailey and friend
Tillie spent the weekend, with Mr.
and Mrs. Ed. Bailey.

use cold water first on egg stains,
then hot water and soap. If the yolk
leaves a grease spot use carbon tet
A true copy of the Libel and Order of the rachloride or some other grease sol
Court thereon.
vent after sponging with cold water
(Seal)
and allowing the stained place to
Attest: MILTON M. GRIFFIN, Clerk.
133-8-145 dryWARREN C. PHILBROOK.
Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court.

SHIP YOUR

VEAL, PIGS
I Jve and Dressed

POULTRY

N. E. Hollis & Co.
Commission Merchants
47-53 North Market Street
37-42 Merchants Row
BOSTON. MASS.
ONE OP THE OLDEST
ESTABLISHED COMMISSION
HOUSES IN BOSTON
PROMPT RETURNS
Weekly Market Report*
Mailed Upon Request

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
* Eastern standard Time

Trains Leave Rockland

son

Augusta, |7.45 a. tn., f2.20 p. tn., {2.30 p. m.,
f6.25 p. m.
Bangor, f7.45 a. tn., f2.20 p. m., 52.30 p. m.,
16.25 p. m.
Boston, t7.45 a. m., f2.20 p. tn., 52.30 p. m.,
f6.25 p. tn.
Brunswick, f7.45a. m., |2.20 p. m., 52.30 p.m.,
16.25 p tn.
Lewiston, f7.45 a. tn , f2.2O p. m. 52.30 p. m.,
New York, |2.2O p. m., 52 30 p. tn.
Portland, |7.45 a. in., f2.20 p. m., 52.30 p. m.,
f6.25 p. tn.
Waterville, f7.45 a. tn., f2.20 p. m., 52.30 p.
f6.25 p. m.
Woolwich, f7.45 a. m., |2.20 p. tn., 52.30 p. tn.,
46.25 p. tn.
t Daily, except Sunday.
5 Sunday only.

Vinalhaven & Rockland
Steamboat Co.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
(Subject to Change Without Notice)
IN EFFECT OCT. 22. 1927
DAILY. SUNDAYS EXCEPTED
VINALHAVEN, STONINGTON AND SWAM’S
ISLAND LINE
Steamer leaves Swan's Island at 5.30 A. M.,
Stonington 6 30, North Haven 7.30, Vinal
haven 8.30, due to arrive at Rockland about
9.45»
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M.,
Vinalhaven 2.45, North Haven at 3.45, Ston
ington at 5.00; due to arrive at Swan's Island
about 6.30 P. M.
B. H. STINSON. General Agect.

DONT ASK US

ASK ANYONE !

DOWNYFLAKE
Doughnuts Are Best

TRAINER’S
Foot ef Spring St.

Reckland

IW-tf

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS
Since 1840 this firm hae
faithfully carved the fami
lial ef Knox County.
Lady Attendant
Tel. Day 4S0; Night, 7SM
AMBULANCE 8ERVICK

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.
SHIP

u. LIVE POULTRY

■ iwr*
■
AN0
EGGS
For the quickest and most efficient
service and hest results. TRY US.
Reference* Federal National Bank.
Quotations and tags on request.

W. F. WYMAN & CO.
4 Faneuil Hall Mkt.

Boston, Maas.

L. W. McCartney
Plumbing and Heating
ROCKLANO.
MAIN!
Telephone 1005142-every 8at-tf

M

° '•—D-y
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I went overur were I saw him
larst but he was note there. It
hade snowed the/day before and
I folored his trakes -in the diriction were I heord the dogs. I
fcrlowed his trakes in the deep
port of the woods. I cood hear
the dogs in a distint but the dogs
keped going fouther and fouther
in the woods.
A previous item in my column
mentioned that quarterly exams
We have just received our second car of
were being given this week and
TOCO Hi-Test Gas. This is positively the
although I don’t have to take any
they made me think. Sometimes
best gas ever sold through a pump in this
even a cat has inspirations! I’ve
section.
been playing around this building
« j
for several years and although I
One trial will convince you that you have
don’t say much I keep my eyes
open. I know that these exams
It’s true that cats hate rain but word or look for me. This alone
never used anything like it.
will show, to a great extent, what
nevertheless I borrowed a pair of was astounding.
What could
has been accomplished during the
rubber boots and an old sou’west- have happened? Then I saw anfirst nine weeks of school. If I
er and took my school spirit to other strange thing. A rabbit’s
was asked to give my opinion I'd
the game last Saturday morning, foot protruded from several of
It was worth it for I was certain- the boys’ pockets. How queer.
‘ found Miss Black staring say that in general the cause of
ly proud of my pals on the foot- Suddenly it came to me in a flash, speechless at a Freshman compo- low marks is lack of study.
104 Park Street
Tel .127'
Rockland, Me.
If I was a parent and my kit
ball team. It was too bad that Quarterly exams! I was glad it s,*ion the other day. I hopped up
tens
got low ranks I’d find out
there weren’t more there to see wasn’t anything worse but I sup- Oil 'ler desk to ask her about it
them trounce Cheverus High of. pose to the students it seemed a *’ul s*ie couldn t talk. After I the reason why; I’d visit the
Portland. Of course the weath- matter of life and death . . .
*ia(l rea<! ,l ’ didn t wonder! I ve schools and see for myself what
er, both over-head and under• • • •
. secn other Freshman themes just my children were or were not
RUGS AND CARPETS
Clean Up and Paint Up
foot, was pretty bad but some
T went up to the Library the as bad and J don’t wonder Eng- doing; I’d talk matters over with
SHAMPOOED
We have the Highest Quality of
good football was played just the other morning; the first time I’d lish teachers get discouraged at the teachers and find out where
8end U« Ona For Trial
PAINT AND VARNISH
same. Between halves a group of keen up for a long while. Some the material they receive. I stole the trouble lay; I’d make my chil
For Every Purpose
Let Ua Show You What Fina
dren study at home and be sure
boys and men took the field and how or other the place looked dif- « from her desk and here it is:
Raaulta Wa Can Attain
that they knew the lessons they
provided
some
excellent
comedy
ferent.
After
due
deliberation
I
Excitin
venture
Lymebumer & Annis
had been assigned; and most of
for us, who were sliding around decided that it was different. For
.
.
672 Main St.
Rgckland
PEOPLES LAUNDRY
on the sidelines. “Pursuing an a long while the Library has been
J.,ne (Iay
our Chrismas va- al! I’d impress upon them the
Phones 583-W—223-J
Phona 170
Limerock Street
value of an education, the differ
elusive pigskin on a field slippery under the tedious process of being
no" TJ ’°/ “7 1
with mud isn’t conducive to dig- catalogued and now it is nearly g1'nin.ghad his dog ami I ence between really learning
nity,” I heard Tom Chisholm say, at a close. Instead of haphazard- ^‘d mine. Ihe place we went to something, exercising their brains
and some of the boys proved it, !y hunting for a book, we can *as " ’
jj*e boge. We tooke and “just getting by,” backslid
DAVID L. McCARTY
ing. It seems to me that few
much to the merriment of the now find it immediately. Great J,® .n the
ll
7 mh
REGISTERED DRUGGIST
spectators. “Spud” Murphy gave credit is due to Donald Haskell Y y
thef woods an'1.‘j* th! people stop to realize what our
DRUGS, SUNDRIES, PATENT MEDICINES, DOCTORS' AND
High School really means. It is
us a particularly good exhibition. ar|d also to the staff of the Pub' ? ' ,e ?re S?'!te FaS',
HOUSEHOLD PRESCRIPTIONS
He received -the ball close to the >'c Library who have given so “a °" 3 "nf>
the boy all the education some boys and
MAIL ORDERS SOLICITED
side lines where a mud spattered generously of their time and ef- ,
»hnrt *i, C I
»1 C girls get and instead of making it
PROMPT AND CAREFUL ATTENTION
....
, ‘c
,
fort
borth had short guns, I seat thear count for all they can, they are
group
of
girls
clamored
for
him
fort.
a
f
ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 1048-M
606 MAIN STREET
letting opportunity slip through
to kick it.
Ihe valiant 5 pud
jt was
,,n tbe afternoon j a]| at ounce j bear(j the
in
their fingers. Don’t forget that
hoofed it with all Ins might. But was seatjng On the rock were he a distint I halortf to my friend to today’s student is tomorrow’s
alas. He didn t reckon on tie batj Just seat jaust a mjneot a go come hear but be
nQt ansear
citizen! Higher standards are
treachery of Mother Earth ! Just__________________________ ________________________
being required daily. Recently I
at the height of his kick the foot
lieard some of the faculty saying
remaining on the ground skidded
that many colleges refuse all stu
and, with great force and accur
dents whose High School records
acy, “Spud” seated himself in a
do not show improvement each
large mud puddle.
How I
year,
regardless of their rank. •
It 1a not tha Original
laughed!
This is a pretty long speech for
coat, but tha up-keep
that aalls RUDY Furme but as mascot of this High
An old friend of mine, Miss
naeac. Call ua or coma
■
School I’d like to howl this mess
in and ask us about
Rose Adams, is substituting this
age from the house’tops to all pa
the price of a RUDY
week for Miss Snow, who is ill
HEATER for your
rents :—“Ate you co-operating
with a cold.
home.
with the schools to help your
• * • *
child
get the best that opportunity
SIMON K. HART
The Civics classes have bor
offers;
are you building your
Manufacturer of Cemetery Work
rowed several books from the
Cor. Brick and Plaaaant Streets
PLUMBING AND HEATING
child’s future day by day or are
State
Library
on
the
Federal
Con

ROCKLAND, ME.
246 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
you waiting until ft is too late?”
stitution, which they are using
• • • •
in their work.
I think I’ll
Complimentary reports are
sneak into some of those classes
spreading from the Maine Teach
and improve my mind.
ers’ Convention recently held in
Monday morning when I ar
Portland in regard to certain lo
PRICES RIGHT
SERVICE RIGHT
rived at school a little late I was
cal educational leaders.
Miss
Agents for “BESTWALL” (Tha Bast Plasterboard Made)
amazed.
The building, which
Anna E. Coughlin was again
ATLAS PAINTS, MURPHY VARNISHES
usually is filled with a cheerful
chairman of the English Section
bustle, was filled with silent
and conducted that department
gloom; the only noise being the
in a novel and interesting way.
TELEPHONE 124-3
THOMASTON, ME.
tramp of feet. Boys and girls
Her aim was to attack English
hurried by with a strained,-tense
problems from a practical stand
look on their faces and not a kind
point ; to show What the student
will need in every-day life. With
Authorized Sparton Dealer
this in view speakers were pro
cured representing different pro
fessions, who set forth vividly
643 Main Street
Rockland, Me.
Tel. 661
the English requirements neces
sary, from Journalism to the
We are prepared to install
Ministry. Among the speakers
Miss Rita Smith of Thomaston
was reported as giving one of the
3(eep tandy/iandc/J
and
most worth-while talks at the
convention. “Accuracy in Eng
lish” was her topic and it was
Rockland
POPULAR PRICE8
in
full of common sense and practi
A REAL LUNCH FOR A NICKEL
Marble & Granite Works
cal advice for the teacher.
All Makes of Automobiles

I took the short out of my gun
and made noirse like a mouse
(moose). I had toled my friend
tHat if wee had been lorst to give
thit cignial, he said all right.
When I blow the cignial he was
only about ioo feet away from
me. Joe sead the dogs were on
a foxe trale. I sead it is late in,
the afternon but he dident wonto
go back with out a rabbert and
ncath did I. We were on our
way horn all at ounce we heord
a noirse in the bouches. It was a
ntause. I mad fore the biges tree
I caud see and sow did my friend.
I wisled to the dogs I saw in the
clcaren the dogs were coming
thay come and draw the mause a
Yay an<J n7 ^rjen(1 an<1 1 com®
ou ° . leJ’ee an< yen
p111 "? a 1 ’n£' u‘ a venturen< 0 3 Pre^ct^ aY-

ToCo

Hi Test

Thurston Oil Co.

FINE USED CAR BARGAINS
Chevrolet Touring ...............................-.............. $175.00
Dort Touring ......................................................
50.00
Apperson FourDoor Sedan .............................. 450.00
Dort Coupe ........................................................
175.00
Franklin Sedan ................................................. 400.00
Ford Touring .............................................*...
50.00
Ford Coupe ..........................
100.00
Ford Coupe ....................................................
250.00
Ford Sedan ..................................................♦.... 100.00
Buick Touring .................................................. 150.00
Overland Touring—Special ......................—..
50.00
Nash Coupe ........................................................ 300.00
Ford Ton Truck—Good Condition ................. 350.00

1924
1920
1924
1923
1921
1922
1923
1925
1923
1922
1921
1921
J92S

THE ATLANTIC HIGHWAY GARAGE
NEW COUNTY ROAD
ROCKLAND, ME.
STANLEY E. KALLOCH, Manager

GRANITE ROCK BOTTLING WORKS
MANUFACTURERS OF BEVERAGES
ACME OF PURENESS
WEST ROCKPORT, ME.

FOR SALE EVERYWHERE
TEL. CAMDEN 152-3

A. P. LORD
SAIL AND AWNING
MANUFACTURER

Urdera for

Jt

Convenience
unused is
Opportunity
Wasted

SAILS, AWNINGS, TENTS,
FLAGS, BOAT COVERS, SPRAY

HOODS, ETC.,

PROMPTLY FILLED
We Carry a Full Line of

\

Open
a checking

AUTO TOPS, CURTAINS AND
YACHT SUPPLIES, CAMP
CUSHIONS RE COVERED

OUTFITS A MARKET BASKETS

Security Trust Co.
Rockport Branch

Camden, Me.

Announcing the

SLEEPER BROS.

C. W. LIVINGSTON
MANUFACTURER OF AUTOMOBILE SPRINGS

AGENT FOR HARVEY BOLTLESS SPRING—GUARANTEED

GENERAL REPAIR WORK

ROCKLAND, ME.

148 MAIN STREET

Absolutely

No Batteries of Any Kind
No Chargers

ALL KINDS OF BUILDING MATERIALS

“Plug In The Light Socket”

W. J. ROBERTSON

F. W. FARREL COMPANY

Wholesome Rod*
pasty Meals

Glass

THE ROSEWAY
BEAUTY SHOPPE
The Latest Methods for Every
thing That Milady Desirea
Expert Attendants
MISS DOROTHY CROCKETT
15 Limerock St.
Rockland
Phone 1069

NEWBERTS

306 Main Street

Rockland

W. H. GLENDENNING, Prop.
20 Lindsey St.
Rockland
Telephone 681-W

Give Us a Call

5 Cents—JITNEY BAR—5 Cents

ST. CLAIR & ALLEN

Knox County

L LESLIE CROSS
Test the Three Branches of Our Business

CLEANING, PRESSING, REPAIRING
THERE’S SOMETHING FOR YOU TO GAIN BY DOING SO
UNEXCELLED SERVICE
442 MAIN STREET
TEL. 494-R
ROCKLAND, ME.

Miss Lucy Shuman of North Waldo
EAST WALDOBORO
boro visited Mrs. SarSh Sidensparkcr
Miss Lubele Slunk of North War
recently.
ren was a weekend guest of relatives
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Wilson passed
here.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Stratton and the holiday and weekend at their
home here.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin A. Flanders of
Boston visited for a few days last
week with relatives In this place.
Mr. and Mrs. iL. L. Mank and IMr.
and Mrs. Charles Bowers attended
the services for Mrs. Floyd Wotton
In South Waldoboro Thursday.
Percy Miller Is slowly recovering
from injuries he received on the
Maine Central Railroad.
Wednesday night a Paige sedan
falling to make the turn at Fish's
Corner struck a tree. A woman oc
cupant was rushed to the hopsltal.
The car was somewhat damaged.
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Orff of North
Waldoboro passed Sunday with her
parents. Mr. and IMrs. J. L. Flanders.
Clarence Eugley. rural mall car
rier. route 2. and Milton Creamer,
route 3, had parts of the(r routes
changed, to take effect Nov. 16.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Coffin, Mr.
and Mrs. Rolhert Coffin and Miss
Muriel Coffin were in Aina Wednes
day to attend the funeral services
of "Mrs. Frank Angell.
L. L. Mank was at S. J. Burrows,'
Couqhs
South Waldoboro, Tuesday..
The Social Club met with Mrs.
and
Herbert Waltz, Oct. 20, 17 members
Colds
present. The following firogram was

Motor Sales Co.
<
583 Main Street
Rockland

Manufacturer of

Auto Truck Bodies and
Carriages
Painting, Repairing and Building
of Wheel Work

Tel. 333

FORD SALES AND SERVICE

conducted hy Mrs. J. Rines: Plano
solo, Mrs. C. Bowers; contest, prizes
won by Mrs. iStarrelt and Mrs.
Bowers; victrola music; vocal solo,
Mrs. Bowley; contest, prizes won by
Mrs. French and Mrs. Durgin; piano
solo, Mrs. French.
Refreshments
were served. Nov. 3 the club was
entertained by Mrs. Bowley. with 19
members and two visitors present.
Program was conducted by Mrs.
French:
Proverbs by
members;
readings. Mrs. Wiley and Mrs. Rines;
conundrums. Mrs. Starrett; story.
.Mrs. Studley; rhymes by members,
prizes won by Mrs. Kalloch and Mrs
Bowers.
Mrs. Laura Brackett of Warren
spent Tuesday with Mrs. L. L. Mank.
Levi L. Mank spent a few days
last week with his son, Millard in
Gardiner, who motored down with
him Sunday.

SOUTH BELFAST
Howard Bennett of Sandy Point
was a visitor recently at Fred Her
ricks.
Joel Prescott and family have
moved to Belfast for the winter.
Ell Cobb shot a deer last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Oxton have
rented the Elwell house for the win
ter.
Merle Ramsay who was accidentally
shot while In the Maine woods has

TELEPHONE 359

ROCKLAND, ME.

ABRAM W. NYE
515 Main Street

Phone 585

returned to his home from the |
Presque Isle ‘Hospital. Sunday he
suffered a relapse and was taken to
Waldo County iHospItal for treat
ment.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Nelson have
moved to Belfast for the winter.
Herbert Oxton has returned from
a hunting trip and brought home a
deer.
Mrs. Roy Wight is sick. Dr. Lar
rabee is attending her.
Tiie Woods School closed Wednes
day for the Thanksgiving recess.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Herrick, son
Harold and Mrs. Mary Godfrey mo
tored to Augusta recently.

New Face Powder
Makes A Big Hit
Wouldn't you. too, like a face pow

der that will keep shine away—stay
on longer—spread smoothly—not clog

the pores—and always be so pure and
line?

It is made by a new French

CROCKETTS GARAGE
Service AH Makes

Guaranteed
ROCKPORT, ME.

NORTH CUSHING
During the recent storm the chapel
door was blown open and a window
broken. Much more damage would
have resulted but for the timely ap
pearance of Mr. Gray of the R. F. D.
route. He reported to Mr. Lufkin
who responded at once and boarded
up the openings. Thirty-eight years
ago Hhrough the efforts of the peo
ple of this community sufficient funds
were raised to erect the little church
which was dedicated Dec. 25, 1889.
Those worthy people have nearly all
passed on and it behooves us, their
descendants, to keep the little chapel
In repair, a memorial to their lov®
and sacrifice.
Miss Arlene Smith who has been in
Portland has returned home.
Fred Robinson has finished his
work at Martinsville and is working
for Farnham Stone at Pleasant Point.
Mr. and Mrs. Marston Simmons
and Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Hastings of
Thomaston were at Floyd Ferguson's
Sunday. Miss Katherine Killeran went to
Rockland with Miss Kathleen Haskell
last week.

WE CATER ESPECIALLY TO TOURISTS

M. E. WEBBER

Process and is called MELLO-GLO. closed their cottage and gone to
Marlboro, Mass., for the remainder of
Boys' Coats—material, chinchilla—
It Is surely a wonderful Face Pow
the month.
They will then go to colors. Blue, Deer and Brown. Priced
der. Just try MELLO-GLO. Corner Carney Point, N. J., and spend the at $7.50 to $15.00. Fuller-Cobb-Da138-139
Drug Store and all other good stores. winter with their daughter. Harvey vls. Rockland.

Extra Large Straw Flowers
$l .00 per hundred

Strictly Fresh Fish Only
Cor. Water

A

Ocean Sts. Rockland

PEONIES
Pink, White and Red; $1.00 each.

C. M. THOMAS
8 SPRUCE ST.

ROCKLAND

CHECK UP YOUR TIRES
For Fall and Winter Service
USED TIRES, REBUILT TIRES AND SECONDS
Good As New With Miles of Wear—Marvelous Low Prices

KNOX RUBBER FUSING CO.
ROCKLAND, ME.

15 WASHINGTON STREET

V. F. STUDLEY
Real Estate
CASH PAID FOR GOOD TRADES
ACCOUNTS DUE

SOUTH SOMERVILLE

Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Bartlett and
son were dinner guests of Mrs. Ella
Brann at Washington Mills Monday.
There was no school Monday on
account of the death of Miss Austin's
grandmother.
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Bartlett and
daughter Mildred. Mrs. L. F. Hewett
and S. I.. Barflett. attended the
drama at Willow Grange hall, Jeffer
son. Monday evening.
Mrs. Ida Folsom visited Mrs. L. F.
i Hewett Monday.
Mrs. L. F. Hewett. Mrs.
B.
; Hewett, Mrs. Everett Nutting and
i Evelyn Bartlett were visitors at Cleo
| Bartlett’s and Earl Keller’s Wed
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. I^rrabee have nesday.

Roikland

103 Camden St.

DEALERS IN ALIVE LOBSTERS
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
ATLANTIC WHARF
TELEPHONE 702
OPP. STANDARD OIL CO.

FRESHMAN FANCIES

Ranks who has been their guest ac
companied them to Marlboro.
Garfield Dolliver has returned from
his vacation. Resides Massachusetts
and New York, he visited Hartford,
Conn., one of the cities suffering from
the recent flood.
Merrill Smith is very Rick. He is
attended by Dr. Lawry. Mrs. Smith
Is assisted In caring for him hy D.
W. Montgomery who has been with
them several months.

CIGARS, TOBACCO
TEXACO GASOLINE
OILS AND GREASES

RACKLIFF & WITHAM

Telephone 276-W

“The three fractures of liberty
are land, labor and capital.”
“A republic is a group of peo
ple against the Democrat party.”
(!)
“The town gets to a city by
getting a chatter from the State.”
Looms large! “The govern
ment of the United States is Gov.
Brewster.”

4

Groceries, Provisions,
Confectionery

“MAINE LOBSTERS ARE BETTER”

WINDSHIELD

DOOR GLASS

S. B. GREY

All accounts due the V. F. Studley, Inc., furniture store
or due me personally, should be Paid At Once at the
old store.

V. F. STUDLEY CO.
Rockland

Telephone 1080

120-tf

H. M. de ROCHEMONT
PLUMBING, HEATING
106 Pleasant St.
Roekland
Telephone 244-W

FRED S. MARCH

Cemetery Memorials
PARK ST.

ROCKLAND
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Christmas Club for 1928
NOW OPEN • FOR
MEMBERSHIP
'”
'• {
i
We Cordially Invite You to Join Our Club. Your First Payment Makes
*

*

*

You a Member. You will Receive your Christmas Chib Money
JUST BEFORE CHRISTMAS
1927 Checks Payable at the Bank December 7th

SECURITY TRUST COMPANY of Rockland, Maine
VINALHAVEN

-

THOMASTON

ROCKPORT

from a visit to her sister in Auburn.
Miss Elizabeth Burgess of Warren
is the guest of Miss Harriet Burgess.
Mrs. Annie Woodcock entertained
the Meeting House Hill Club Tues
day night. The next meeting will be
with Misses Mabel and Gladys Fernald.
The correspondent hears that the
steamer Gov. Douglas. Capt. Star
rett, will run freight from Rockland
to Jonesport.
E. F. (Witham of Dexter who has
been living in C. H. Lovejoy’s house
has moved to the M. Sullivan farm in
Rockville.
Grace Chapter, O. E. S., visited
Lakeview Chapter, Jefferson, Thurs
day evening.
Henry B. Shaw arrived home by
boat Thursday morning, having spent
ten days with his sons, Harris in
Boston, Maynard in Portland, and
Clarence in Waterbury, Conn. The
boys entertained him royally. Be
sides Boston he visited Wakefield
and South Weymouth, Mass. Mr.
Shaw was enthusiastic in talking of
his trip through the Connecticut val
ley and in Xew York City and State
—the beauty of the scenery, the
fruitfulness of the valleys, the vast
ness of the scale upon which things
are being done. The countless auto
mobiles and the manner in which
they are being handled in the crowd
ed city streets, all made a deep im
pression upon his mind. Clarence
Shaw is having a good success in
.managing the sales of automobiles.
-oM
last month. Thomaston
I boys make good.
i The Y’oung People's Society of
Christian Endetvor will meet in the
junior parlor of the Baptist Church
Monday evening at 6.30.
The annual fair at the Methodist
Church will be held Dec. 7. On Dec.
8 a chicken pie supper will be served
in the vestry.

CAMDEN

a long illness. Deceased was born
on Warren's Island, and was 61 years
of age. Besides the husband, she is
survived by a daughter, Mrs. E. L.
Bruce of Millinocket, three sons
Hugh McDonald Rossiter of Fairview. X. J., Elmer W. Rossiter and
Willis E. Rossiter of Camden, a sis
ter Miss Margaret Williams of this
place and two brothers Capt. Willis '
WJilliams of Camden and Kdwa'd W.
Williams of East Jaffrey, X. H. The '
funeral will be held Sunday at 2 !
o'clock. Rev. Ernest M. Holman of
ficiating. and interment will be in
Lincolnville.

LADIES’ OVERSHOES

Col. William Tudor Gardiner of Gar
The regular meeting of Maiden Cliff
diner will visit Thomaston Friday,
Rebekah Lodge will be held Wednes
Xov. 25, tinder the auspices of the
day evening and the degree will be
Williams-Bragier
Post
Auxiliary.
conferred on several candidates.
Fancy Tan, Grey and Black Overshoes
Col. Gardiner will tell the audience
Mrs. A. B. McIntire will entertain
some interesting tilings about the
the Monday Club next week at her
1927 trip of the A. E. F. to Paris, il
home on Elm street.
lustrating his talk with a series of
John Taylor, secretary of the Y. M.
moving pictures taken by himself.
C. A., is attending the State conven
Mrs. Anne Snow, departmental presi
tion in Portland.
dent of the' A. I,. A. will also be pres
At the regular meeting of Camden
ent. Further particulars will appear
AT THE WALKOVER SIGN
Lodge. K. of P„ to be held Monday
in later Issues.
evening, the third degree will be
The next meeting of Pine Cone
Rockland, Me.
worked bj- the Silver Cross Lodge
Troop, Girl Scouts, will be held Sun
team of Belfast. A clam chowder
day at 4 o'clock In the Congrega
A total expenditure of 3161,101.- by the board of education of Xew 000.009 for Increase of teachers’ salsupper will be served.
tional vestry. The program will be
SC9 for public education in 1928 is
furnished by Blanche Henry and I.uThe ladies of the Congregational authorized under the budget adopted Ycrk City. Included In this amount ar'.es made possible by the State-aid
is $35,000,000 for building and $14,- grant.
•
thera Burton. At the last meeting
circle will hold a Christmas sale at
Elizabeth Henry was enrolled a ten
the chapel Wednesday, Dec. 7.
derfoot.
There will be a Thanksgiving ball
Members of the ladies circle of the
in the opera house Thursday evening.
Congregational Church are cordially
Music will be furnished by Kirkpat
Invited to meet at the home of Mrs.
rick’s orchestra.
Richard O. Elliot next Tuesday from
Arthur Bronstein and J. Hugh
2 to 5 o’clock.
Montgomery are to attend the YaleThis is the month to renew mem
Harvard football game.
bership in the American Red Cross
Joel Keyes Grant Circle, I-adies of
society. The value of this organiza
the G. A. R.. held a fair Friday
tion and the need of everyone’s sup
afternoon. The regular meeting fol
port has been fully deimonsgrated
lowed at 7.30.
during tlie year. One-half of the
M s. Olive Young is visiting friends
membership fee is sent to the na
in Bennington, Vt.
tional society to maintain a fund for
Mrs. Harriet Beiyea. Sea street,
use in emergency relief, the other
entertained the l’hilathea Class Fri
We understand Western Turkeys will not be very meaty this
half remains in town to relieve situa
day afternoon.
tions not met by other agencies. The
Mt. Battie Lodge held a benefit
, .
,
, .
....
year. See our Natives before placing your order.
dance in their hall Friday evening.
SUPP°r.t
a great pleasure and satisfaction to
Mr. and Mrs. A. V. Elmore left by
be included in this humanitarian
auto Friday for Vermont, Massachu
work. Membership fees may be sent
setts and Xew York, where they will
to the chairman Mrs. R. O. Elliot or
visit friends, later going to St.
to the treasurer Miss Jessie M.
Petersburg, Florida, for the winter.
Stewart,
The Camden Community Hospital
Morning worship at the Methodist
was moved this week to the Out
Episcopal Church Sunday at 10.30
house property on Mountain street,
Low price, whole or half, at 28c.
o’clock and Sunday school at-12;
recently bought for that purpose.
Epworth League service at 6 p. m.
Xine or ten jpatients can now be
At 7 o’clock a union meeting will be
cared for and there is a small operat
Mrs. Alfreds Hyler
held in which the Congregationalists
ing room for surgical work. The lo
9
and Baptists will participate in a
Mrs. Alfreda Hyler, 70, widow of cation is an ideal one and the institu
We have a wonderful line of—
Thanksgiving service, and it is hoped the late George Hyler, djpd Xov. 11 tion is a great asset to the town.
there will be a large attendance. Rev. at the home of her sister, Mrs. Georgie
The Ladies' Aid of the Methodist
PLUM and FIG PUDDINGS
J. L. Pinkerton will also preach a Perry of Camden, where she had been Church will hold their winter sale
Thanksgiving sermon at Cushing tenderly cared for the past three und public supper Xov. 29.
MINCE MEAT
Sunday at 2 p. nt.
years by Mrs. Perry. Funeral serv
The regular meeting of the Rotary
JELLIES and JAMS
The Ladies' Circle of the Baptist ices were held Sunday afternoon and Club will be held at the Y. SI. C. A.
Church have cancelled their meeting burial was in the family lot, Thom Tuesday. Luncheon will be served
VEGETABLES and FRUITS
for next Wednesday.
aston cemetery. Deceased was born at noon.
NUTS, RAISINS, ETC.
Stanley Kelloch is spending a va in Rockport.
Mr. and Mrs. William Bumps of
cation from the office ot Armour &
Waterville are visiting friends inCo., (Waterville, with his parents on
Camden and Rockland.
WARREN
High street.
D. .1. Dickens is Enjoying a hunting
A union Thanksgiving service will
W. E. Moore, Dana Smith and Ro trip in the big woods with Sophus
be held at the Methodist Episcopal
Hansen of this place and Charles
Church next Sunday evening at 7 land iStarrett have been spending Myers of Steubenville, Ohio.
the week in northern Maine game
o'clock.
• • • •
hunting.
Mrs. Henry L. Bryant attended the
Mrs. Inez T. Rossiter
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Spear re
Payson-Bradley wedding in Portland
Inez T„ wife ot William H. Rossi
Thursday afternoon. Mrs. Bryant Is turned from Manchester, X. H., last
week where they have been em ter, died at her home on Harding
a relative of the bridegroom.
ployed and have opened their home avenue Thursday morning, following
A lire in the house of Mr. and Mrs.
on South Warren Road.
Charles Webster, Beechwoods street,
X. B. Eastman has resumed his
Thursday forenoon, did heavy dam
duties at the Georges River Mill.
age to the building. It proved to
Adelbert Jones who was a passen
be one of those fires which have to ger on the first train that crossed the
be drowned out, with a consequent
new Kennebec Bridge was also
large damage from water. The among the first to cross on the road
house was a story and one half, with way, riding in the second motor car
two apartments, the upstair one oc that drove over Tuesday.
cupied by Mr. and Mrs. Webster, and
Mr. nnd Mrs. Henry Starrett have
the first floor by the family of their returned from their farm at Stirling
son-in-law Herbert Lewis. The ori and re-opened their home on Main
gin of the fire is not determined. The street for the winter.
roof was burned to such an extent
Michael Halllgan is in charge of
it will have to be rebuilt. There was the Cloverdale taking the place of
also considerable loss in bedding and Manager Basil Winchenbaugh whose
furniture. The fire was discovered duties called him to Waldoboro.
by Miss Mary Rice whp was passing
The Farm Bureau ladies will hold
by and who quickly gave the alarm. a meeting on the afternoon of Xov.
Mr. ,Webster had made many im 25 at the Montgomery rooms. The
provements upon his house and subject will be ‘Christmas Sugges
among them had built a large dormer tions.”
window in the roof. There was in
Rev H. M. Purrington of the Bap
surance on the house.
tist church will speak on the theme
Mr. I^ampl who purchased the Thanking God” Sunday morning.
Keating house on Main street a few
The choir of the Thomaston Bap
This 6-Tube Kolster table
May be paid for in small
weeks ago is gathering material to tist church will assist «ext Sunday
model with equipment ready
weekly amounts after mod
build a garage.
evening at the Warren Baptist
There will be a joint meeting of church in a service of "Music and
for operation. v
erate first payment.
the Ladies’ Circle and the World Worship.”
The
Congregational
Wide Guild in tlie Baptiat vestry Church will unite with their sister
Monday evening at 7.30 o'clock. The church for the occasion.
circle will be hostess to the guild.
William Cunningham of Xew York
Each guild girl is requested to have is the guest of his brother E. M. Cun
a passage of scripture beginning ningham for a few days.
with the letter A.
Edgar Linekin is coming to spend
two weeks at home while the Ver- j SNOW’S OIL STATION
mont State University grounds and
Battery Operated
COR. MAIN AND WINTER STS.
surrqundings’are being cleaned up
und restored from the damage by the
Model 6-D Set alone is $89.50
flood.
Mts. Addie'Stetson has returned

$1.97

$1.97

$1.97

McLAIN SHOE STORE

That Thanksgiving Dinner
Order Early

NATIVE TURKEYS

NATIVE CHICKENS, FOWL, DUCKS,
PORK ROASTS, also BEFF, PORK, and VEAL

SWIFT’S PREMIUM HAMS

TRY OUR HOME MADE SAUSAGE

Everything To Make Your Dinner a Real Success

J. A. Jameson Company

Kolster Radio Sets
It is the best value ever offered in this
town. You cannot afford fo miss it . . .

We Will Demonstrate

With Brandes
Speaker

$140.00

With Socket
Power $168.50

$1.00 for Alcohol

Zold or Cough

R I P
iwsls open end take

Ti’S RELIEF
L

on rising and retiring
Norway Medicine Co.

$2.50 for Novap
Now it the time to get your
CHAINS

SNOW-HUDSON CO. Inc.
710 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

Gorden 6 Lovejoy Company
Union, Maine

CAMDEN

UNION

WARREN

For Sale

In Everybody’s Column
Advertisements In thin
ceed three lines Inserted
3 times for 50 cents.
cents each for one time.
times. Six words make a

FOR SALE—Harry, If you want a bushel
column not to ex
once for 25 cents, of splendid turnli* tor $1 delivered. L. R.
Me.
Additional lines 5 BREWSTER, K. P. D., 74. Rockland, 139*141
10 cents for three
line.
FOR SALE—Furnace In good condition,
$25. Chil be seen at the SMITH HOUSE. 39
Park St»__________________________ 138*140

Lost and Found

LOST—Female German police pup. five
months old. Notify H. L. KENNISTON. In
graham Hill. Tel. 1199-W.
139*11
LOST—Gray skiff, T. D. on stern, with
coat, lunch box and marline rope. TEL
37.3-2._______________________________ 138-140
NOTICE—Notice Is hereby given of the
loss of deposit book numbered 22831 and the
owner of said book asks for dapllcate In ac
cordance with the provision of the State
Law. ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK. Rock
land. Milne. By Sidney H. Fierce. Ass't
Treas. Nov. 5, 1927.
133*S-139
LOST—Fox hound, white, black and tan
marked. Answers to name “HUNTER.” M.
B. WENTWORTH, 51 Gleason St,
Thomas
ton.
138*149
LOST—Brown pocketbook containing sum
of money. Reward. MR8.JAMEK APPLE
BY, 126 Broadway.
137-13$
POUND—Abandoned ln Thomaston Star
sedan, license number 53,361. Owner may
have same by proving property and paying
cha ges. CHIEF OF POLICE, Thomaston.
137-139
FOUND—Skiff painted lead color with let
ters T. D. on stern. Man’s sheepskin coat
and dinner box in boat. Owner can have
same by paying charges. CHARLES COLLAMORE. Vinalhaven. Me.
139*141
. .INOTICB—All persona are forbidden trust
ing any person on my account or in my name
without a written order from me.
After
this date I will not pay any bills other than
those contracted by me. C7UY A. LEVENSALER. Waldoboro, Maine, Nov. 16, 1927.
138-140

Wanted
WANTED—-■Security Salesman, for this ter
ritory. Opportunity to specialize In securities
In Financial Institutions and eam $150 ix*r
week and up. Address SUITE 2, OXFORD
BUILDLVG, Portland, Me____________ 139-140
WANTED—Trucking and Jobbing of all
kinds, go anywhere night or day. R. W.
JEWELL. Glencove. Tel. Rockland 135.
139*144

WANTED—Boat suitable for scallop boat.
MARION HASKELL. Thomaston.
137*139
WANTED—Washings at 38 NORTH MAIN
ST.
..
137*i:»
i WANTED—Housekeeper
(working)
with
references to do the work of a 17 room house.
I Occupied by Harvard students, $35.00 per
1 month, room and board. Fare paid from
Maine after two months satisfactory service.
A good place for the right person. MRS.
GROVES, 48 Brattle St., Cambridge. Mass.
134*139

To Let
TO LET—Four room apartment, furnished,
heated and lighted.
Full size kitchen.
Adults only. Ladles preferred.
16 ■SUM
MER ST.
139*141
TO LET—Six room tenement, corner Holmes
and State Sts. Inquire H. H. STOVER &
CO.. 32 Union St. Tel. 818.
139-141
TO LET—Heated front room, central lo
cation. Inquire 25 PARK ST.
139-141
TO LET—House No. 4. In Donohue Court,
price only $13 month, and willing to rent to
anybody who will keep their rent paid on
time. FREDERICK WALTZ, 165 Broadway.
Tel. 392-01.
139-tf
TO LET—Furnished apartment at 14 MA
SONIC ST.
138-tf
TO LET—Furnished rooms with lights,
heated. MRS. A. K. WHEELER, 38 Holmes
St.
138*140
TO LET—House on Oak St. with all
modern Improvements. ERNEST C. DAVIS,
Fuller-Cobb-Davls.
138-140
TO LET—Four large roms, suno parlor and
bath, electric lights, gas, hot water and
heater. Apply EDITH BICKNELL, 12 Knox
St. Tel. 578-W.
136-4f
TO LET—Nicely furnished front room, cenrally located.
Private family. With or
without board. Inquire 109 PARK ST.
137*139
TO LET—Tenement over Kennedy’s store at
the Brook, entrance from rear. Inquire P. L.
HAVENER. Tey 792
131-tf
TO LET—8tore at 19 Tillson Ave. Apply
to GEORGE M. SIMMONS. Tel. 4-W. 131-tf

FOR SALE—Man’s calf akin coat, $45.
JOHN STORER, Union._____________ 139*141 »

FOR SALE—Pair of blaclr horses, weight •
around 8090. good condition, good workers.
R W. BUZZELL CO.. Rockport.
138-tf
FOR SALE—Clarion range and piano.
Price reasonable for *lmmediate sale. TEL
1192-W, Rockland. Me.
138-140
FOR SALE—Police dog. male, 3 years old,
tan and gray. Registered, fine watch dog.
FRANK COOK, 9 Pearl St., RocUand.
137*139
FOR SALE—Used Fur Coats—Fur collared
cloth overcoats with sheep skin lining and
ulsters taken in eexchange ; also pung, harness,
surry and heavy contractor wagon. G. K.
MAYO, 22 Masonic St. Tel. 3o4.
137-139
FOR SALE—Hound pup, 5 months old.
also double barrel hammerless shot gun, 16
ga. JAMES DOHERTY, 14 Columbia Ave.
______________________________ 137*139
FOR SALE—Police puppies, seven weeks
old. MRS. W. J. 1 ERRY, 22 Lisle St.
137-139
FOR SALE—Federal Knight ton truck,
small mileage, panel body, great sacrifice.
SAUNDERS, 40 Elm St., Camden.
137*139
FOR SALE—World famous Finnish ski,
first class make. Finnish made hunting knives.
Ask price list. DM IL RIVERS, 342 Park St..
Rockland. Me.
136*144
FOR SALE—Bulck sedan, 1927, In fine con
dition, low mileage, three new tires, price
right. TEL. 386-2.
135-tf
FOR SALE—Genuine German police pups,
pedigreed stock, 5 months old.
EDWARD
MURPHY. 101 Tillson Ave.. City.
134*139
FOR SALE—No. 16 Modern Glenwood par
lor stove, used one season. C. A. EMERY,
28 Pacific St. Tel. 518-M or 436-M. 134-tf)
FOR SALE—One registered Oxford-dowr
buck. RALPH W. CRIPI’S, Camden, Me.
134*139
FOR SALE—Farm 75 acres known as tho
Lovejoy farm on the Hosmer pond road,
miles from Camden, nice poultry farm or
truck farming; large two story house and out
buildings, in nice condition; nice well of
water; plenty of wood and pasture; the
largest elm tree ln the county stands di
rectly back of the house.
HASKELL &
CORTHELL. Camden. Tel. 238-11.
123-tf
FOR SALE—Ten acre field, one half mile
from Rockport village; cuts 10 tpns of hay;
large barn and garage, nearly new. Wood
and lumber lot for sa:e at Roamer Pond, lok
of big oak and pine and a lot of hard wood.
Some nice cottage lots on tills land. HASK
ELL Jh CORTHELL. Phone 238-11 Camden.
125-tf
FOR SALE—Ready made poultry farm, two
miles from Rockport village; five acres; nice
house, barn and hen house; 50 hens, one
Jersey cow, three tons of hay, farming tools,
nice kitchen range and telephone in the house.
Big trade. HASKELL & CORTHELL. Tel.
238-11 Camden.
125-tf
FOR SALE—Good furnace wood is our spe
cialty. $14 00 delivered. RALPH P. CONANT
& SON.
123-tf
FOR SALE—75 pair of steel arch suppi
similar to the $3.00 kind for $1.00. McLj
SHOE STORK.
13

Miscellaneous
be the last (lav
that ray cider mill will run. K J. MAYKEYV,
563 Old County Rd.
139-It

MONDAY. NOV. 21. will

NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC—I shall close

my elder mill Nov. 23. 1. L. GRIFFIN.
Union, Me.
139-140
NOTICE-1 will not pay any more bills
.•ontracted by my wife, Susie E. Brown, from
thia date on. SIDNEY F.. BROWN, Rock
land, Nov. 19.
139*141
YARNS—Of pure worn worsted for hand
knitting, also rug yarns for hooked rugs, 50c
4 oz. skein. Order sent C. 0. D. Write for
free samples today. Ask about wool blankets.
CONCORD WORSTED MILLS, Dept. 42 W.
Concord. N. H.
109-8at-147
TRUCK COVERS—Finest, high grade,
medium weight waterproof truck covers,
prompt delivery. Complete with groumetta,
12c per square foot. ROCKLAND AWNING
CO., FNC.
John M. Richardson, Mgr. Tel.
862-R._________________ ____________ 135*140
REFINISHING CARS by spray system, any
color; storage. J. A. STEVENS & SON, McI Loud St. Tel. 241-01 or 13-M.
130*132-tf
NOTICE—We are again ready to take orders
for finest quality mincemeat, $1.25 gal; 40c
per qt. In returnable Jars. RALPH P.
CONANT A SON, South Hope. Tel. Rockland
8<M-________________ __ _____________ 130-tf

VORK-R

WHEN IN NEW
kudiow uai
you can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette I
wtth the home news, at Hotaling’s News
Azencv 3AR Wmk 4(llh Rt
t«-|f

[Women use calling cards ln play
ing the social game.

Z

FOR SALE—Place on west side of Maple
Juice Cove, about 10 miles from Thomaston,
good State road, bu'ldings ln good repair, 21
acres land, shore privilege. Inquire R. B.
FILLMORE, 85 Park St., Rockland.
110»tf

•

LAOIES—Reliable stock of hair good!
the Rockland Hair Store, 236 Main St.
orders solicited. HELEN C. RHODES
FARMS,

COUNTRY

HOMES.

COTTA

and estates; up-to-date property, In the
deu spot of Maine—Penobscot *Bay. V
us what you want. ORRLN J. DICKEY,
fast, Maine.
i;

FOR SALE—Eight room house at
Rankin St. with 10 acres of land and
barns. EDWARD J. HKLLIER. Tel. 43-:
FOR SALE—Dry soft fitted slabs, $8;

hard wood, also lumber. T. J. CAJLRi
Tel. 263-21 Rockland. P. O. Thomaatoo.
WHEN IN NEW YORK—Remember
ca? b,,y cop,es of The Courier-Gat
with the home news, at Hotaling’s ]
Uency. 308 Weat 40th Rt.

Used
Cars
1925 Hupp Club Sedan
1926 Overland Six Coac
1926 Overland Six Coup
) 926 Essex Coach

1925 Overland Touring
1923 Overland Touring
1925 Ford Tudor Sedan

E. O. PHILBROOK&SON
632 MAIN 8T.
R0CKLAN
Willys-Knight and Whippet
Sales and Service
137-139
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SALE

- in additional to personal notes reeordlngde

dally desires information of social happen
ings, parties, musicals, etc.
Notes sent by
mail or telephone will be gladly received.

TSLEPHONE ........................................... 770

MOTOR TRIP’

Money Made By Diligent Workers.
Few motor

Keep
Young
And Happy
With a
Household
Range
To Help
You

Many styles
and sizes to
choose from
at moderate
prices, in
Pearl Cj-ay
Porcelain
Enamel or
Black

possibly Mary Metcalf, Mrs. Merrick, Mrs.
A. J. Nichols, Miss Edna Payson,
Mrs. Flora 'Post, IMlss Lucy Rhodes.
The social and dance given 'Wed
Miss Therese Smith, Miss Maude
nesday evening on the Copper Kettle
ber Motor Trip” given at the Uni- Staples, IMrs. H. L. Stevens, Mrs.
J"6rch by the students of Bockland
Olive Sylvester, Mrs. Philip Thomas.
Commercial College was a great suc
Mrs. Irene Walker. M/fr. John Ward.
cess, socially and financially About
Mrs. S. E. Welt, Mrs. Margaret Wil
SO of the younger set were present,
Entering the vestibule, the sign "A
liamson, Mrs. Young.
and a tidy little sum was realized for
November Motor Trip" met the eye
Aprons—Mrs. Raymond Bird and
Qie benefit of the R. C. C. basketball
with another sign on the right “The Mrs. Morris B. Perry, chairmen; Mrs.
team. "Jimmie" Murphy furnished
kin’ Coop" where Almon B. Elizabeth Thayer, Mrs. E. W. Berry.
the latest dance hits by means of an
Mrs Walter Burpee, Mrs. Clara
Ofthophonlc Victrola from the Maine
Cooper Jr. was ln charge.
Crockett, Mrs. Martha Spear, Mrs.
Music Co. This dance opened a se
Passing through the main doors Elizabeth Flanders, Mrs. Walter Ferries of such affairs which will be
id paying entrance fee to Mis® nald, Mrs. Wiggin, Miss Annie
given at Intervals of two weeks
Gladys Blethen, four signs bearing Greenhalgh, Mrs. E. O’B. Gonia. Mrs
through the winter and spring sea
the familiar words “Detour Here” Clara Grant, Mrs. Partridge, Mrs. G.
son. One of the local dance orches
greeted one, directing to the various IW. Blethen, Miss Flora Wise, Miss
tras and a larger hall will be en
booths at right and left. The entire Annie Thorndike, Miss Elizabeth
gaged.
room decorated with fir trees, pine Marsh, Mrs. Haines, Mrs. McMillan.
B f
-----branches and red berries made a Mrs. lt. L. Jones, Mrs. Sarah Glover,
Mrs. Maynard Oxton spent "Wed
beautiful and effective scene.
Mrs. Cora Kittredge, Mrs. G. A.
nesday ln Augusta.
Passing around to the left the first _________________
___ _ 'Mrs.
Lawrence, Mrs. S.__
G._____
MacAlman,
'
----roadhouse encountered was a log Ambrose Mills, Mrs. M. H. Nash,
Circle supper will be served at
cabin entitled “At the Sign of the Mrs. Mary Perry, Mrs. Alice Spear
the Methodist Church Wednesday
Fortune Teller” where Mrs. Babbidge Mrs. George Starrett, Mrs. Augusta
■evening with this committee in
read palms for a modest sum. The Tibbetts, Mrs. C. A. Thurston, Mrs.
■charge: Mrs. R. IT. Clark, chairman:
next booth, very effective in red, W. Williams, Mrs. Charles Schofield
Mrs. May Gregory, Mrs. Lena Stesheltered two groups, one "The Spe Mrs. Bernice Freeman and Mrs.
’vehs, Mrs. Mack, Mrs. Irene Pugh,
cialty Shop,' with Mrs. Ruth Bird and Howard Dunbar.
Mrs. Ivy Chatto, Mrs. Anna Gay and
Mrs. Florence Lamb in charge; the
Kitchen Linen—Mrs. Ella Bird
Mrs. Margaret Philbrook.
cither in charge of Miss Helen Feeney chairman; Mrs. Maude Blodgett, Mrs.
entitled *Sweet Shoppe for Sweet Georgia Cross, Miss Hope Green
Mrs. Ernest Knight of Frederic!
hearts," where homemade candy halgh. Mrs. Leola Wiggin, Mrs. Hazel
street, will entertain the Thimbli
found a ready market.
Cables, Mrs. Bradford, Mrs. Ethel
CIO it Monday evening.
Miss Wilma Carroll ot Glen Cove,
Mrs. Angelo Urbano (Madeline
Burgess, Mrs. A. E. Orff, Miss Mabel
was home over the weekend ffom Chisholm) and son James .of PortThe kitchen was disguised as 'The Pillsbury, Miss Mabel Lamb, Mrs
There was small attendance at the Gorham Normal School, accompanied land are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Val- Filling Station" with Mrs. Hester
Fred True, Miss Mhrgaret Robinson,
dance given In the 1. O. O. F. hall by her roommate Miss Inez Catlin of entine Chisholm, Camden street, for Chase and her corps of assistants
Mrs. Nan Higgs, Mrs. Elizabeth Wil
Wednesday evening, owing to the Brunswick.
an indefinite stay.
who have stood by her for many liamson, Mrs. H. O. Guidy, Mrs.
many other activities in the city that
years at the helm, while Ice cream Mary Bates, Mrs. Emma Harvey,
Evening.
Mrs. Fred Belter has arrived home
In spite of the many other local was served in the back hall shown Mrs. Ernest Campbell. Miss Jean
from a three weeks’ visit with friends activities Wednesday, the annual fair to the public as “Icicle Inn." At the MacKenzie, Mrs. Ralph Smith, Mrs.
. Mrs. May V. Richardson Is in and relatives In Milwaukee, Wiscon- given by the Auxiliary of the Sons of right two very attractive booths un
F. E. Corthell, and Miss Margaret
Yal mouth, • guest of Mrs. Warren sin.
Union Veterans, was a success, a der the auspices of the young people Stahl.
Mitchell.
neat little sum being realized. The of the church were presided over
Miss Dot Bretver has returned decorations, chiefly of green boughs by Mrs. Knickerbocker and Mrs.
Miss Rhandena Armstrong and home after a two weeks’ visit,, with ' and red berries, were very effective, Toner, aided and abetted by the
Bedroom Linen—'Mrs. Almon B.
Household Charm will do anything that any other range does
Miss# Grace Armstrong come from friends In Boston.
,
The afternoon sale was followed by a Senior and Junior Y. P. C. U. in full Cooper, chairman; Mrs. W. L. Ben
Boston and Porttandt .respectively,
-----supper. Committees in charge; Fancy force. The Senior booth was com ner, Mrs. Hester Holmes, Miss Ade
and do it better. Its helpful improvements bring enjoyment
next week, to spend Thanksgiving
Mrs. Nellie F. Daggett of Furry has work table, Mrs. Mabel Beaton and posed of lattice work twined with laide Holmes, Miss Jennie Trussell,
with their parents. Dr. and Mrs. W. moved to 1S6 North Main street,
Mrs. Allie 'Blackington; aprons, Mrs. wisteria, hanging baskets of straw Mrs. P. P. Bicknell. Mrs. Wilbur
and saving to the home. Make it a point to see this range soon.
II. Armstrong.
Amelia McIntosh and Mrs. William flowers and potted plants, bearing Cross. Miss Harriet Parmalee. .Mrs.
Mrs. J. F. McIntosh and Miss Benner;
candy.
Mrs.
Elizabeth the sign “Over the Wall—Youth Pre. E. R. Veazie, Mrs. Natalie Weeks.
At the annual bazaar of the Bos Bertha McIntosh are ln Boston where Morey; grabs, Mrs. Emma Douglass; sents Cheap Useful Gifts," while the Miss Alice Fuller, Mrs. Velma
ton Maine Daughters held yesterday tbe fo’-mor is receiving hospital miscellaneous, Mrs. Sarah Thomas Junior booth dealt out grabs at Marsh, Mrs. Hattie Prescott, Mrs.
,
at the Hotel Stat’.er. two former treatment.
ROCKLAND & STONINGTON
and Mrs. Mary Haskell; supper, Mrs.
Old Mother Hubbard's Cupboard" Llnnie Greene, Miss Ethel Payson,
Rockland women were mentioned
Helen Paladino, Mrs. A. Harmon and with even the dog and the bone ln Miss Margaret Crockett, Mrs. Eu
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Irving
Simpson
of
among those taking active part at
Mrs. Melinda Oxton.
evidence. The library was trans gene Stoddard, Mrs. Bessie Benner,
the booths and tables—Mrs. Mary North Haven are in the city on'their
formed into the "Plggley-Wigg’.ey” Mrs. Charlotte Thomas and Mrs. Er
way
to
Boston.
Returning,
they
w
ll
W’alker and "Mrs. Maynard Williams.
Mrs. A. M. Decoste and daughter under the direction of M. E. Wotton nest P. Jones.
occupy for the winter Mrs. Nellie Eliza of Rockland are spending the and E. L. Toner, assisted by the en
Dining Room Linen—Mrs. Martha
Tibbetts and Mrs. F. E. Cottrell.
The condition of IMrs. Eda Oxton. Bird’s house, North Main street.
winter in Washington, D. C. with tire Knickerbocker Class, where Feeney, chairman; Mrs. Lester Sher
Decorating
Committee—A.
F.
Farms, City Homes,
Mr. and Mrs. Harold March, They everything was on sale from salt fish man. Mrs. Charles Smalley, Mi3s
who is seriously 111 at her home. 311
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Flint who re have visited the (Washington home to bungalow aprons, as Is usual in Elizabeth Post, (Mrs. Phyllis Tolman Lamb, A. T. Thurston, Arthur Law
Main street, is slightly improved
Cottages, House and
cently sold their house on Broadway stead at Mount Vernon and several the country store.
Morse, Mrs. Rose Smith, Mrs. E. F. rence, Stanley Snow, Wilbur Center,
E. F. Glover, .1. F. Knight, Eugene
Edna St. Vincent Millay was the to C. O. Perry will have apartments other places of interest. Eliza is
The parlor entrance bore the sign Berry. Mrs. A. R. Marsh. Mrs. Oliver Stoddard. Almon B. Cooper. Mr. and
Cottage Lots, General
lecturer recently before a large audi at 78 Talbot avenue for the winter. attending business college.
Handicraft Hall" and here a be Lovejoy. Mrs. Minnie Hoffses, Mrs. Mrs. John Newman, Mrs. Ella Crie,
Real Estate.
wildering assortment of handiwork Clara Johnson, Mrs. Cora Williams, Miss Hope Greenhalgh.
ence in Hartford, Connv among those
Mrs. Ambrose Mills has returned
Mrs. Hattie Keating will be hostess was displayed. In the first parlor Miss Harriet Rankin, Miss Lizzie
being Prof, and Mrs. Wilbert Snow
Cashiers
—
-Mrs.
M.
E.
Wotton,
Miss
and Mrs. Francis Harrington. When from a two weeks’ visit in Boston, for the meeting of the Progressive Mis. E. F. Glover was the chair Nash, Mrs. Arthur Macomber, Mrs. Edith MacAlman. At the door, Miss
L ji. Bla
Blackington. Mrs. Charles
Miss Millay was a schoolgirl in Ro-k- where she was the guest ot her son. Literary Club Tuesday afternoon at man of a committee of 43 women, at a
Louis Mills.
Mrs. John Newman. Mrs. Gladys 'Blethen and IMlss Kitty Co
2 30. A program on the celebration booth entitled “Bags and Bagatelle Mitchell, M
land Mrs. Harrington ('Rose Davis)
38 Chestnut St. Rockland
Clarence
Beverage, Mrs. Katherine burn.
of*
the
time-honored
festival
of
Bower.
”
Here
articles
made
from
i was her playmate, so at the close ot
The Women's Educational Club Thanksgiving Day will be given. "odds and ends” were on sale, the Studley. Mrs. Edith Maurer, Mrs.
Telephone 723-M
the lecture the former Rockland girl
THREE CROW BRAND
will be entertained at the home of
84-S-tf
went forward to speak, to the noted Mrs. Alden Ulmer, 59 Willow Street The reading of Macbeth will begin most striking feature of the booth Qeofge St. Clair, and Mrs. Laura
Buy the Best Baking Soda—
poet, who received her in the most next Friday afiernoon with picnic with the fourth act, with Mrs. Cora being the beautiful "Winter Bou Sylvester.
Snow
as
leader.
Handkerchiefs
—
Miss
Beatrix
Flint,
quets” made of dried weeds painted
affectionate manner and expressed supper.
Those who will attend are
chairman; Mrs. Walter Butler, Mrs.
great pleasure at the renewal of girl asked to notify either Mrs. Ida Sim- i The Knickerbocker Class will con by Mrs. Glover.
....
Frances
Bicknell,
Mrs.
Warren
hood acquaintance.
mons (S81) or Mrs. Ulmer, t^l-1) tinue the study of the divisions of
Noyes. Mrs. Theo. Strong. Mrs. A.
The
end
of
the
Inner
parlor
was
Home work. Only .experienced mak
and Thomaston memhers will please Protestantism at its noon hour meet
occupied by ‘The Apron Arbor” Holmes, Miss Shirley Glldden, Mie:
Mrs. Annie O'Brien left Wednesday bring sweets,
ers who will furnish good work
ing Sunday, the special topic being under the direction of Mrs. Raymond Heltfi McBride.
for Brooklyn where she will spend
promptly need apply. OLD SPARliberalism, the discussion led by Bird and Mrs. Morris .Perry, while
• • • •
Several weeks visiting relatives.
W. C. Bird of the Rockland &, Louis A. Wialker. The claUp is being
HAWK MILLS, So. Portland, Me.
Jellies and Pickles—Mrs. Grace
Rockport Lime Corp, leaves Monday very well attended, with the pros on the sides were four roadside
182-LJ9
NOW
PLAYING
stores
bearing
the
following
legend:
Black,
chairman:
Mrs.
IM.
E.
Wot

A paragraph In the Boston Herald for Montclair. N. J., where he will
pects of an interesting winter ahead. "Kitchen Khan," in charge of 'Mrs. ton, Mrs. J. Fred Knight. Mrs. Fred
T- -----------“
THE
SNARL
OF
HATE"
states that Mrs. Everett C. Herrick, join his family as guests of Mr. and
Ella Bin*; "Handkerchief Haven," die Weeks. Mrs. Georgia Berry. Mrs.
With
chairman of the woman’s division of Mrs. Wilson B. Keene oven th^“ hol
Mrs. F. W. Carlton, wife of ex-Sen- Miss Beatrix Flint, chairman; 'Table William T. Cobb, Mrs. George B.
JOHNNIE WALKER
the Second Century Fund of the New iday and for a period of ten days.
ator Carlton of Sagadahoc Ferry en Linen Tavern,” Mrs. Martha Feeney Wood. Miss Therese Rar.kln.
"SILVER STREAK"
ton Theological Institution, heads a
tertained a party of friends with a chairman; and "The Boudoir Shop"
Specialty iShop—'Mrs. William C.
iommittee to raise $125,000 in a naOne ot the most attractive parties luncheon at the Colonial cafe Tues
MON.-TUES.
Bird," and Mrs. Horace Lamb, chair
nohal campaign to endow a chair of of the season was given Thursday day, immediately following the exer managed by Mrs. Almon B. Cooper.
Un the main vestry 'The Chicken men; Mrs. Charles H. Berry. 2d, Mrs.
The First Girl to Walk Home
missions to be named in honor of evening at the home of Mrs. Harrison cises of cutting the ribbon and ad
From An Automobile Ride
Helen Barrett Montgomery, former F. Hicks. Talbot avenue, under the mitting automobiles to the Carlton Pie Cafe” was directed by Mrs. Lil Fred C. Black, Miss Doris Black.
president. of the National Federation auspices of the entertainment com bridge. Those in the party besides lian McRae, with an able corp of Miss Gladys Blethen, Mrs. Lloyd
THREE PERFORMANCES
Woman’s Branch of 'Foreign Mis mittee of the Congregational Church, her granddaughter. Miss Geraldine waitresses, and a delicious supper Daniels, Mrs. Walker Fifleld, Miss
sions. Gifts totalling $30,009 have al with Mrs. E. L. Brown in charge. Stott, daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Ar- was served to a large number of Helen Fuller, Mrs. Harold Jackson.
patrons.
Mrs. Arthur F. Lamb, Mrs. Arthur
There were 22 tables of auction, a denne A. Stott ot Sagadahoc Ferry,
TODAY
ready been subscribed.
The committees were:
Lawrence, Mrs. Dorothy Lord. Mrs.
“Say Molly, what pattern
favor ot a box of candy being pre who holds the prestige of having cut
General committee: Mrs. Grace Adelbert Miles, Mrs. L. E. McRae,
—of the—
Mrs. Manelva Smith of The High sented for each table. Sandwiches, the ribbon, were Mis. Ralph (>.
Daniels, chairman; Mrs. E. F. Glover, Mrs. Everett Munsey, Mrs. James
is your silverware?”
lands who Injured one of her knees cakes and chocolate ,wei«e served. 'Brewster ot Augusta, wife of the
Mrs. Ella Bird, Mrs. Susie Davis, O'Hara, Mrs. E. W. Peaslee, Miss
• « a •
recently is at tlie home of her daugh Appreciation is expressed to Mrs. Governor, Mis. Ardenne A. Stott. Rev. C. A. Knickerbocker. M. E. Wot
Esther Stevenson, Mrs. W. II.
ter, Mrs. Maynard Oxton, whc-re she Hicks for the use of her beautiful Mrs. Leon F. Kelly and son Carlton ton, Arthur K. 'Lamb and Stanley
Rhodes,
Mrs.
A.
T.
Thurston.
Mrs.
’The
Solid Silver Patterns
home for the occasion.
Kelly, and Mrs. George B. Wood of Snow.
Is recuperating.
Ruth Till, Mrs. Frank Tirrell.
Rockland and Mrs. E. A. Robbins of
FIRST AUTO
Lafayette, Mary Chilton, John
Dining Room—Mrs. Lillian MciRae,
Cake—Miss Maude A. Pratt, chair
An auction party will be given ln Camden, wives of bridge directors.
Mr. and .Mrs. H. B. Bird spent
A ROMANTIC JOY RIDE
Alden and Wentworth carried in
chairman: Miss Helen Bird, Miss man; Mrs. Cora F. Talbot, Mrs.
Tuesday and Wednesday in Portland G. A. R. hall Tuesday evening under The table was attractive with cut Delma Greene, Miss Evelyn Greene, Emma Frohock, Miss Edith MacAl
stock
the
auspices
of
the
Auxiliary
of
the
flowers.
One
of
Mr.
Cahill
’
s
famous
gilests of Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Day.
Miss Lucy Marsh, Mrs. Lloyd Dan man. Mrs. C. E. Rollins, Mrs. Susie
Sons of Union Veterans, with Mrs. shore dinners was served.—Bath
iels, Miss Mary Bird, Miss Annie Davis, Mrs. Adelaide Snow, Mrs.
Helen
Paladino
as
hostess.
Times.
1 Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Greenlaw ar.d
Aylward, Miss Margaret Nutt, Mrs. Frank Sherer, Mrs. Raymond Stew
son Norman of Deer Isle, are guests
Carrie Palmer, Mrs. Bernice Free art, Mrs. Mary 'Skay, Mrs. Minnie
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
Small
of
The
of Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Marshall. North
man, IMrs. Bernice Dunbar, Miss Colson, Miss Caro Colson. Mrs. Ava
QUALITY
Highlands left Thursday for Calais,
jiain street.
Bernice Boyden, Mrs. W. E. Aylward, Lawry, Mrs Emma Stewart, Mrs.
“HAWK OF THE HILLS"
Last chance to see this popular
JEWELEFC
called by the serious illness of Mr.
Mrs. F. E. Cottrell, Mrs. iPabline Ralph Loring, Mrs. Jennie Tibbetts.
GIFT SHOP
company
Misses Irene Wells and Nell Free- Small’s brother.
Rogers, Mrs. Marian Munsey, Mrs. Mrs. Adelaide Butman. Mrs. George
SOI maiH street
«hy of Brooklin are guests of Mrs. F
Florence Lamb, Mrs. Maude Eaton. Palmer, Miss Ellen Cochran, Mrs.
LAND
Mr.
and
Mrs.
E.
IF.
Glover
are
0. Davis, Rankin street.
Mrs. Maude Blodgett, Miss Hazel Ochea 'Sidensparker, Mrs. A. M.
spending the weekend in Portland.
But Keeps Appetite Young Keller,
Monday-Tuesday
Miss "Myrtle Herrick, Mrs. Moody; Mrs. Ada Hewett, Mrs. W. F.
Mrs. Perley Damon entertained the
Helena
Roberts.
Mrs.
Gertrude
Mrs. Katie Murphy of The ItighThursday Auction Club at her home
Brown, Mrs. Maude Sherer, Mrs.
lands is in Philadelphia, the guest
Ralph Trim, Mrs. L. E. McRae, Mrs.
ofi Broadway last Thursday after
of
her
brother
James
O'Connor
for
noon, with picnic supper served.
Natalie Snow, Miss Hope Gleenhaigh.
several weeks.
Supper—Mrs. Hester Chase, chair
Prizes were won hy Mrs. John Clay
man , Mrs. Abbie Campbell, Mbs
ter. Mrs. George Davis and Mrs. Al
SLASH,
Many gifts were sent the commit
Carrie Sherrlff, Mrs. Fanny Richard
bert Hallowell.
tee of the recent Universalist fair
son. Mrs. Corice Jenkins, Mrs. Caro
' Misses Ruth and Naomi Bucklin of from out-of-town people, former
lyn Stewart, Mrs. Hattie Davies,
MON.-TUES.
SATURDAY (ONLY)
members of the church or parish, a
Mrs. Annie Collamore, Mrs. Cora
Portland were recent guests of Mrs
partial list including such names as
Smith, Mrs. Llnnie Green. Mrs.
MATINEE 2.00
EVENING 6.15, 8.30
Warner. BROs.^rexm?
Albert Cables. North Main street, and
Mrs. Henry A. Reuter of Boston. Mrs.
i.. .ii
Florence Philbrook, Mrs. Emma Hall.
oRier relatives in the city.
Anna Darling of Hyde Park, Mrs. C.
» • . •
M. Wfclker of Brookline and Miss
The Relief Corps Sewing Circle will
Ice Cream—iMrs. J. A. Burpee,
Carrie Barnard of Medford. Mass.
jmeet at the home of Mrs. Dana
chairman; Mrs. Walter H. Spear,
Mrs. G. L. Coombs, Mrs. G. M. Sim
Wright, North Main street, Tuesday
The bnnquet given by Opportunity
mons, Mrs. Lucia Burpee, Mrs. W. E.
evening.
Class of the First Baptist church
Morgan, Mrs. George Bachelder,
Thursday evening was one of the
Mrs. Ralph Trim, Mrs. C. O. iPerry.
Interesting clippings from the New most enjoyable affairs undertaken 'by
Mrs. Elmer Davis, Mrs. E. W. Pike.
York Sun of November 14 und Times that organization. It was attefided
Mrs. F. E. Follett, Mrs. Annie Has
of November 16 cover the colorful hy nearly 150 members and guests,
kell, Miss Della Aylward, Mrs. Eu
La Primer Verbena, a ball given at with Rev. and 'Mrs. B. P. Browne and
gene Ripley and Mrs. Eugene Stod- 1
the iWaldorf-Astorla Tuesday even iSupt. Charles H. Morey and Rimlly
dard.
ing for the benefit of the Pan-Amer as honor guests.. The word "Op
Candy—Miss Helen Feeney, chair
ican Hospital and Hispanic Medical portunity" fashioned from yellow
IN FUN IN A RESTAURANT
An acid stomach ages people much man; Mrs. Natalie Snow, Miss
Centre at 159 East 80th street. Mrs crepe paper was suspended over the
(Harry Payne Whitney Was honar large doorway between the parlors more than the years they live; it cre Helen Bird, Miss Thelma Snow, Miss
ary chairman of the ball and Mrs. and streamers of silver, green and ates more thin and weak bodies, and Ruth .Stevenson, Miss Mary Bird and
William Randolph Hearst honarary yqllow and yellow candles graced faces with sallow complexion than Miss Mary Pratt.
/
chairman of patrons and patronesses, the tables. The 'banquet was served anything else: It causes more bad
Grocery Store—M. E. Wotton and
IN A LETTER FROM HOME
assisted by Miss Marian Cecilia Lynn at 6,30, the guests entering the din breath and carves more wrinkles of E. L. Toner in charge, aided by en
aa chairman of the ball, and Mr*. ing room to the strains of a grand misery and age than all other evils tire Knickerbocker Class.
Wllliatn 'Sharpe Hiatherine Spear) march played by Master Carlton put together ! Why?
Y. P. C. U. Booth—Jn charge of en
as chairman of patrons. There was Gregory The following program was
Because a stomach full of acid sours tire Y. P. C. U. headed by IMlss Lucy
DANCING AND MUSIC
music Olid sjieffial dancing and a given: Plano. Mrs. 'Rachel Browne your food, and starves your body.
Marsh, president, and the Junior
tableau In which young women rep and Miss Priscilla Browne; reading,
booth
with
Miss
Sherley
McIntire
In
A tablet or two of Pape's Diapepsin
resented' Latin-Amerioan countries. Mrs.’Lillian Judkins: reading. Byron chewed after meals will dissolve the charge, aided by the entire Junior
The boxhblders presented many In ■Halntng; piano. Carlton Gregory; acid in your str mach and clear up that, L’nlon.
teresting nhmes. such as Creates recitation, 'Beulah Callfihah: vocol sour, bloated, drowsy feeling. It will
INDIAN PRIMA DONNA
’
®4,e an<^ Novelty Table—Mrs. E. F.
Ferrara. Ambassador from Cuba, Miss Grace Grant; reading.' Mrs. help your stomach digest your food. f!'over an(1 Mrs. Mary Messer in
ahd Senora Ferrara; 'S. Gurgel do Parker Merriam; piano, Rachael You will get back your young appe- i charge; Mrs. Margaret Aptes, Mi. s
Amaral. Ambassador from Brasil, Browne and Rose Whitmore: saxa
tite; you will gain weight and your' Jz“Ue ,A,ndr*ws’ Mrs’ Julia Blackand Mme. do Amaral; Angel Mo phone, Alfred Greenlaw; piano, Mrs. conn exion will he clear and firm.
I £1S‘on’,JIr8' £’
Mrs’ Nellie
MASTER OF THE BANJO
rales, Minister from the Dominican Nellie
Magune:
recitation. Miss
All d -ug stores have Pape's IDiapep" ’ ‘ ,rs' ,'ertr,),‘e Bo°^’ ^fr,8,'
,
with
Republic, and Lenora Morales; Dr. Kathryn Cole; vocal, Misses Mar
i
I Ella Crie, Miss Blanche Crandall,
ON THE SCREEN
Don Carlos F. Grisantl, Minister garet and Dorothy Spofford; recita
, __________________________________ I Mi s. Luke Davis, IMrs. W. G. Dlmlck.
WARNER
OLAND
from Venezuela, and Senora Dona tion, Harold Kaler. The committees
Mrs Katherine Diamond, Mrs. Grace
WILLIAM COLLIER, JR.
llteMeduaullanaMZ ofthcDauiWua
Ana Teresa de Grisantl: Mr. and in charge: Kitchen, Mrs. Eva Green,
Farrel, Mrs. Rida Fuller, Mrs. Cora
Airs WiUiam Randolph Hearst, Dr. Mrs. Norah Stickney, Mrs. Kitty
^Jrandico usu the Vtuu of Omenta,
Anders Randolf
_______ ,----------------- , _
Gardner, Mrs. Jonathan Gardner,
'and Mrs. ’William Sharpe, Mra. McInnis and Mrs. Bertha Greenlaw
O»ve Gilchrist, Miss iMyrWARNERTJROS.PRODUCTION"
DirtcltJ I j
Piih in M
<M4 ■MdikVVz He Herrick. Mrs J. A. Jameson,
Harry Payne Whitney, etc.
dining room, Mrs. Bertha Spofford.
boxes, sealed with Blue Ribbon.
ARCHIE L. MAYO
Mrs. Maude Mather, Mrs. Fred
Miss Elizabeth Jameson, Mrs. C. A.
BSafsfe' £
PRICES: MATINEE 25c, 35c. EVENING 35c, 50c
’eerless is an ideal flour Halning. Mrs. Lillian Judkins, and
_____________________ _____ nlckerbocker, Mrs. Frank D. Lamb,
WED.-THURS.—SALLY O’NEIL
of cooking and baking. Mrs. Clara Gregory; program, Mrs.
Bwt, SrtHt.Alwyi hatebx M
________
___ ____
yeM»Hi«*aMB««.auBt,'Aiwiy«Rdtabw
Mrs. Harold
Marshall, Mrs.
KatherCHILDREN’S MATINEE 10c
•nd OWEN MOORE
A WARNER BROS PRODUCTION
124-S-tf
Clara Gregory.
in ‘BECKY’’
SHI|VDRll6«SneVEinWNEiS lne Mather, Mrs. E. H. Macy, Miss
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SPECIAL FOR MONDAY
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could

pi

CD

1

r

trips

Sizes 16 to 40
All Colors

Cutler-Cook Co.

A

Stonington Furn. Co.

B9

EARLE LUDWICK

Braided Rug Makers

EMPIRE

STRAND

Patent
Leather
Girls

£eon Tlthite

Old in Years

R OCK

PARK
FIVE ACTS BIG TIME

DOLORES

VAUDEVILLE

COSTELLO

THE PICKFORDS

1KOXY AND McCABE

ARMOND DEVORE REVUE
PRINCESS WINONA

SALVATORE SCALA

CWCHg§p.S.M

LEATRICE JOY in
“THE ANGEL OF BROADWAY”

SAN FRANCISCO-

Dolores
Costello
^COLLEGE

WIDOW"

WHEN THE PORTLAND WAS

LOST

ORGAN RECITAL

Story of the Schooner Bessie Gross, Another Victim of
That November Hurricane In 1898.

Noted Artist Gulick To Give
Striking Program At First
Baptist Church.

The program which Charles Leech
I Each year when the Thanksgiving the captain and McDonald into the Gulick, American concert organist,
season rolls around the tragic story hold together.
will present in recital at the First
<s revived of the loss of the Steamer Donald with it. This sealed the fate Baptist church Sunday evening is es
Portland. which sailing from Boston which he pulled himself and by pecially designed to bring out to the
for Portland on the afternoon of lard work regained thc deck. Look full the orchestral possibilities of the
Nov. 26. 1898, ran out into a hurri ing into the hold he espied^the cap organ. It is said by those who have
cane and foundered, with every sou, tain in the swashing water and heard his program this season to be
on hoard. Other seafaring ciafl bad grasped him. weighted by his heavily difficult to tell whether it is an or
'biller experience from the storm, soaked clothes. As he was exerting gan or an orchestra that is furnish
among them the schooner Bessie H his most strenuous efforts to drag ing the music.
Gross of Stonington, a well-known the captain out. a tremendous sea Military March—"Pomp and Circumstance”
craft of those days. The story of her stiuck the hull with shivering effect.
................................................................... Elgar
loss was written at the time by Dr. Tons of water swept over the deck Incidental Music to “Henry VIII” .. German
Overture
—‘Toe? and Peasant” ... von Suppe
B. bake Noyes of that town, who and, rushing forward, carried Mc
Fantasia on “Ca men” (Bizet) .......... Lemare
mislaid the manuscript, which com Donald with it This sealed the fate Melodie Sketches ................................... Lemare
ing to light last spring was sent to of the captain, who was never seen Irish Air from County Derry .... (tr) Lemare
The Courier-Gazette by Dr. Noyes, again, and, without doubt, was Prelude In G minor ................. Rachmaninoff
“The Storm”.......................................... Kohlm. iin
shortly before his death, with the drowned in the hold (filed by this
(description of a day in a military camp)
understanding that It should receive sea which so shattered the craft
This program is a new one ar
publication at the time of the anni amidships.
Another sea followed, ranged at Mr. Gulick’s home in
versary of the loss of the Portland, striking the fragment of
bow on
the Pentagoet and other steamers. which was McDonald, carrying away
The story of the tragedy of this the cat-heads and anchors and
Stonington schooner as told by Pr. throwing its victim upon the ledges.
Noyes graphically portrays the con
McDonald went to Robbins, who
ditions of that fateful night, and is was making an effort to save the
besides of historical interest, sup senior Thurston. The benumbed and
plying the final word to be said with stiffened cast-aways dragged him in
regard to the position of the fated on a breaker and partly up the shore,
steamer Portland when last seen but being so heavy with soggy cloth
during the gale.—Ed.]
ing. and so disabled physically them
....
selves, they were unable to contend
A most propitious day it was, (so with the strong receding undertow, ’
begins Dr. Noyes' narrative,), Wed which drew the unfortunate man. ■
nesday morning. November 23. 1898. rope and all, back within its grasp, *
when the schooner Bessie S. Gross, when he was seen no more.
• • • •
heavily stone-laden from the,quarry
The two survivors, nearly perished
of Frank Warren, at Stonington,
spread her sails to the breeze that with cold, were obliged to seek shel
was to bear herself and precious ter or resort to exercise to prevent an
cargo to Boston, to which port she immediate collapse of their remain
They I
had been making many voyages of ing and meagre vitality.
groped about in the blinding storm
late.
The schooner was commanded by and found a boulder, under the lee of ,
Capt. Wallace Thurston, of South which they trod a path and paced '
Deer Isle, accompanied by his father. forth and hack for 32 hours. The islThomas Thurston, and a crew of and has but a few small scattered
two. Hezeklah Robbins and Neil | birches which afforded no shelter. It ,
McDonald of Stonington. The trip: "es about a half mile from the
was an uneventful one until that ; Manchester shore. They were disfatal dav, when on Saturday morn- I covered from shore, after the snow
Charles Leech Gulick.
Ing they stood out from- Wood Isl- ; ceased falling Sunday afternoon, but
ands, passing close to Boon Island °n account of the heavy sea. rescue j
and Isles of 'Sho'ds and headed a ! could not he effected until the folcourse for Thatch ars Island Lights. lowing morning, Monday, at 8 o'clock Maine this summer. It is made up
when they were taken off by the largely of requests frcm many of the
off Cape Ann.
The schooner made good time, with chief of police and a crew from I cities he will visit on his transconevery stitch of canvas drawing. Manchester. who removed them to j tinental tour which begins soon. It
About sunset the "twin lights" had the police station where they were scintillates with brilliancy from bewell loomed up on the horizon off well and kindly cared for. McDon- ginning to.end and, among other
aid's feet and face were so badly numbers. Includes the Elgar "Pomp
the cape.
Captain Thurston was a very dis frost-hitten that a physician took and Circumstance" Military March
creet navigator and cautiously de considerable time In restoring thc and the "Poet and Peasant" Overture
pended on his barometer. He always circulation to the afflicted parts and j by von Suppe. The final number,
kept a close watch of that Instru- much pain was experienced for a ' "The Storm" by Kohlmann was
McDonald and Robbins ar- i played twice daily through an entire
mtnt, as he did this evening, but not time.
an evil Indication was seen from the rived home last Thursday. Robbins , summer on the large organ in the
has been shipwrecked several times j Ocean Grove, New Jersey, auditorglass during the entire event, and
previously and has had other acci- [ >um. This work is the description of
not until about 8.30 that evening was
there a foreboding of anything dents befall him as a sailor. He Is an entire day in a military camp and
treacherous ln the weather. Then, about 20 years of age, and is seek- : contains many patriotic songs appro,
' priate to the Sunday before Thankssuddenly, under the darkness of the ing an opportunity to ship again.
From the time the vessel struck ’ giving Day. It is in itself well worth
early night, a forcible cats-paw ca
thc rocks, there was not in half an i the entire admission price that would
reened the vessel, so that It was
thought prudent Instantly to take in hour a vestige of her to he seen, she ; usually be charged for such a re
cital. As Mr. Gulick’s Rockland ap
demolished.
the main topsail and top staysail. was so completely
• • . «
pearance is on a Sunday night, how
Before this was effected, the stiff
The survivors feel quite certain ever. no admission fee will be
breeze that had sprung out of the
charged, and an offering will be re
east backed Into the northeast with that had all leaped over the rail just
ceived instead.
such terrific gusts and flurries of after she struck, they would have
Throughout
the
program
thc
sr.ow that the sails began to rip and, had more favorable chances for life,
chimes in the organ will be intro
with scuppers under, the craft made while the hull protected them by
duced frequently and'effectively.
the spray more than dance on all preventing the seas from breaking
The intermissions in the organ pro.
onto the ledges under her lee. The
sides.
• . • •
vessel was so quickly destroyed gram will be employed iti the sing
ing of the old hymns of the church
that their plans for fastening on life
Around 9 or 10 o'clock, when near lines delayed the captain and Mc Hymns which are vibrant with the
ing Rockport, they met. about a Donald just enough to become sub faith and heroism of earlier days will
quarter of a mile to windw-ard, the merged in the vortex which brought be sung again by the congregation
Steamer 'Portland, steaming about on the fatal crisis. It was not fifteen under the direction of Rev. B. P.
ten miles to the northeast of the twin minutes from the time she struck , Browne assisted by an enlarged
lights (Thatcher’s) on her regular before the captain met his pitiful I chorus choir_____________
course, apparently all right and mak doom by hanging to the craft after
nxtJArr
ing usual time.
Robbins leaped ashore. McDonald's i
1 HL. rLlJvU LlAMALiL.
Qmmedlately after th.il the sky. escape was most miraculous. This I
which had been ashen for a short
and the complete destruc- QrapfiicaHy Shown In Charts
spell, became murky, then darkened incident
tion of the vessel all took place in
r
J
intensively, and, in a jiffy, another
less time than these words can con-1
Prepared For Secretary
squall of greater force, accompanied vey the description of what hap
v 1th heavier flurries of snow, struck pened.
Hoover.
the craft most terrifically, so that
One thing this incident opens to
she was quickly luffed and efforts question.
How did the Steamer
The picture of the extent to which
made to adjust her to the perilous Portland, if she became disabled (?)
the Boston and Maine Railroad wan
situation that threatened to engulf blow onto Cape Cod, while at the
hit by the floods of Nov. 3-5, show
the heavily laden hull. Simultaneous same time this schooner was being
ing major damage In 191 places, was
with this blast came sheets of snow, driven under bare spars westward
presented to Secretary IHoover In
and in coming up into the wind, So toward Salem? It seems from this
charts prepared for his information
severe was the squall that the slat that the captain of the Portland
ting of the weakened mainsail broke must have been seeking a refuge at by request of Harry C. 'Whitehill,
the main boom. Mainsail and jibs Provincetown, under the lee of the Collector of Customs, who is co
heiflg gone, an attempt was made to cape, and took a course in that di ordinating the information for Mr.
Hoover and Attorney-General Sar
drive her with the fragments of the rection.
gent.
foresail. The sea was piling up most
Capt. Thurston, under such adverse
These charts show a line of flood
boisterously. 'When they reckoned and trying conditions, showed great
they had passed Thatcher's—which Judgment in his dead reckoning in damage to the Boston and Maine for
was impossible to see—an additional trying to make Salem in the impene practically the entire length of the
squall struck from further north of trable darkness, as House Island Connecticut River and its tributaries
east carrying every stitch of the was in the track of his course and from Groveton. N 'II., through Wells
foresail before It. Nothing but snow only a few feet north or south would River, WQilte River Junction, Bellows
Falls, Brattleboro, and thence down
and foam-crested billows could be have meant salvation instead.
the river as far as Brightwood on the
discerned in the darkness about them
The Bessie H. Gross was built in outskirts of Springfield, Mass.; to
anrl under bare poles, logging about 1878 at Tynemouth, N. B., and was
eight knots an hour, the craft was formerly the British schooner Sarah. gether with a string of washouts,
headed for Salem harbor towards Her home port was Deer Isle. She slides or lost bridges and culverts
which place she was being driven— was 79 feet long, 25.6 breadth, 8.3 along the line from White River
though she was kept one point to depth and 116.07 tonnage, gross, or Junction to Concord, N. H.; a similar
line of destruction between Wells
windward of the gale.
110.27 net. The story of her career River and Plymouth,'N. H„ with the
• • • •
would make an interesting chapte-.
Pemigewasset Valley branch between
The blizzard increased every mo
The survivors of that night, Rob
Plymouth and Lincoln washed out
ment, but all was going well until bins and McDonald, yet live in Ston
almost entirely, and the line from
about 12 o’clock (Saturday night) ington and are presumably the last
Whitefield Junction, N. H . to Berlin
when McDonald, who was on the living persons to have seen the fated
N. H., washed out In place after
lookout, shouted "Breakers ahead!”— steamer Portland.
place, while the Boston and Maine's
being only about four lengths of the
Fitchburg division is shown in terms
Praising a rival may he good
vessel distant.
She was heading
of flood damage to have heen over
right for the center of a small rocky Christianity, but it's poor politics.
run by the waters or washed out at
island—House Island, an area of
points between Schaghticoke. N. Y.
about one acre—which, tf the vessel
Hoosick Junction, N. Y„ North Powhad had some sail to keep up good
nal. Vt., Williamstown, Mass., Shel
steerage, she might have cleared. As
K
are soon “nipped in the bud"
burne Fails, Mass., Wendell, Mass.,
it was, the alarm was followed by
without "dosing* by use of—
Athol, Mass., and a number of lesser
the captain throwing over the wheel
spots between Fitchburg and Ayer.
and Immediately casting off his
IWtlh the map showing this record
storm ulster, leaving on only a light
of storm damage, went another chart
overcoat for an outside garment in
showing the reconstruction results of
readiness for action.
•

[ABY’SCOLDS

The response of the vessel to the
rudder was only sufficient to swing
her broadside onto the hold shore
cliffs, five to ten feet high. She
struck heavily, so sudden that the
masts raked forward, broke and fel’
over the sides. The receding of the
next comber did something unusua'
in such catastrophies—it listed the
hull off shore so that the scuppers,
being on the weather beam, every
sea broke and rushed up the decks,
giving no shelter whatever to the
men on board.
The captain's first thought was for
the safety of his father, and he and
McDonald secured a rope around his
body, while Robbins, with the other
end, leaped onto the stem of the
dory which was filled with water.
This precipitated him into the sea
and he was providentially cast upon
the shore, rope in hand. A fragment
of the vessel's stern broke off. Im
mediately a huge romber rose like a
mountain above them and broke
upon the deck, crushing It, with its
heavy deck load or granite, Into the
hull and at the same time washing
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Clarion Quality
is a source of pride to

Wood &. Bishop Co.
Close attention is given from the
buying and pouring of new iron
to the shipping of the finished pro
duct.
We offer the best in our line that
money can purchase.

Wood &. Bishop Co.

the senior Thurston overboard and VEAZIE HARDWARE CO., Rockland

BANGOR, MAINE

Established 1839

A. T. NORWOOD, Warren

THIS SALE IS MAKING OTHER SALES LOOK COUNTERFEIT ■■■

ANNIVERSARY
360 Main Street

A Sale Rich with
Sparkling Values

GEE! THIS IS A KNOCKOUT

Boys’ 4-Piece Suits

IMPOSSIBLE TO DUPLICATE THIS FOR
VALUE

To the people who were late in getting to
our store on the opening date, we will give on
Saturday to the first 50 customers who make
a purchase of $2.00 or over, a Dollar

Pure Wool Overcoats
BRAND NEW STOCK—$30.00 VALUE

$5.00 BROOM FREE!
Don’t Forget

$15.00

We Are Running
This Sale for

MEN’S HOSE 6c

Come Every Day
for Bargains!

Men’sTailoredSuits$12

MEN’S FLEECE LINED SHIRTS

AND DRAWERS

Profits Abolished—Prices Demolished

DEAL WITH A RELIABLE MERCHANT

Men’sHandkerchiefs3c

49c each

Men’s Dress Shirts 69c
$1.19 Value

We Know No Competition! We Alone
MEN'S HEAVY FLEECE
LINED

The ONLY Adver
tised Sale

Are
Releasing

BLUE CHAMBRAY

-

UNION SUITS

WORK SHIRTS

98c

49c

SPACE DOES PERMIT U5

Contocook Hose EVERYTHING

WORK SHOES

TO MENTION EVERY-

THING

19c

REDUCED .

$2.49

CUM C ’EM

GUARANTEE c“ ’ “1
o QHHF PH
OC on vL W«

the past two weeks in terms of ac
complishment expressed hv President
Hannauer's telegraphic report to Mr.
Whitehill that out of 946 miles, of
Boston and Maine road affected by
the floods, a survey as of Nov. 15
showed that with work trains putting
finishing touches on the restoration
of several lilies, only 70 miles were
still out of commission, including 32
miles of important main lines and 38
miles of unimportant branches.
President Hannauer estimated that
ail important main lines of the Bos
ton and Maine would be in shape for
service within a week and perma
nent reconstruction would be fairly
complete on the system as a whole
within a month.
Tlie two charts together spelled
out a story of flood damage, recon
struction and of railroad operation
under difficulties unmatched in the
history of railroading in New Eng
land.
You need only one kind of flour
when you have HARDESTY PEER
LESS.—adv.
124-S-tf

GIRLHOOD TO.
MOTHERHOOD
Iowa Woman Found Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vegetable Com*
pound Always Helpful
Iowa.—“When I was
years old I had to
stay at home
from school. I
finally had toqult
school, I was so
weak. I suffered
forabout two
years before I
took Lydia FPinkham’s Vege
table Compound,
then I picked up
one of your books
and read it. I be
gan taking the
medicine. Now I am a housekeeper with six children,.___
and
I have taken it before each one
was born. I cannot tell you all
the good I have received from it.
When I am not as well as can be I
take it. I have been doing this for
over thirteen years and it always
helps me. I read all of your little
books I can get and I tell everyone
I know what the Vegetable Com
pound does for me.”—Mrs. Frank
Sellers, 510 7th Avenue, Vinton,
Iowa.
Many girls ln the fourth genera
tion are learning thru their own
personal experiences the beneficial
effects of Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vege
table Compound. Mothers who took
It recommend it to their daughters
as a dependable medicine.

Vinton,
seventeen

WALDOBORO

Me.

Open Evenings

ST. GEORGE

Mr. and Mrs. James .Williamson
Mrs. Lydia Caddy is In Auburn
have closed their home on Jefferson visiting her daughter Mrs. H. ,W.
street and returned to New Jersey. Kinney. After Thanksgiving day she
They will spend the winter in Florida. , will go to Cambridge, Mass., to spend
James A. Duane is in Bucksport the winter with her son Henry.
this week.
Mrs. Ardle Thomas has returned
Mrs. Eudora Miller has been ln home after a few days' visit with
her daughter Mrs. Adrian Kinney of
Kennebunk for a week.
Dr. and Mrs. J. T. Sanborn went to ! Woolwich.
Mrs. Loretta Harrington is in poor
Portland Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Benner of j health and has pone to Thomaston.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Tyler of Bel
Gardiner have been guests of Mrs.
fast were Sunday guests at Mrs.
Benner's father. W. A. Davis.
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Collamore Elsie Thomas'.
Mrs. Alfred Hocking recently en
have moved into the house recently
purchased by them on Friendship tertained Mr. and Mrs. James Booth
at tea.
street.
Mr. and Mrs. E. T. Hall visited her
The Auction Club held its last
sister, Mrs. Stone at Port Clyde
meeting with Mr3. V. B. Hagerman.
Mr. and Mrs. Osborne Welt were in Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Mattson and
Wiscasset last week.
Miss Madeline Brown has been at ' daughter Ina of Clark Island were
home from Addison, where she Is Saturday visitors at Mrs. J. A. Gilchrest's.
teaching, for a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Hocking re
Mrs. Lucy Nisbit returned from
Woodfords Tuesday and is staying cently motored to Bar Harbor.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilfred Robinson and
with Miss Edna M. Young.
Mrs. William McLaughlin has gone daughter Leola visited their brother
to Springvale. Conn., where she will Frank Robinson at Martinsville re
spend the winter with her daughter, cently.
Mrs. Ada Jenkin was a recent
Miss Ellie McLaughlin.
Mrs. Flora Mank has gone to Gor visitor at Mrs. P. E. Miller's, Tenant’s
Harbor.
ham.
Miss Caroline Robinson has gone
Miss Eva Dwyer of Brunswick has
to "Warren to visit her nephew
been visiting at Osborne Welt’s.
The annual Red Cross roll call will Charles McKellar.
Mrs. J. A. Gilchrest visited her
be in charge of Mrs. Ida C. Stahl.
The Waldoboro Band played for a brother W. L. Williamson at Spruce
concert and dance in Glover hall, Head Monday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Barter of
Warren, Armistice night. They will
play there again Thanksgiving night. Wlallston were at their daughter's,
Vlandimir OrlofT, the cornet player Mrs. Alfred Hocking Tuesday.
Percy Jones has a new pony.
formerly a member of this band and
now stationed at Fort (Williams,
The papers play up the doings of
Portland, played with the local or
ganization in Warren and will also rich people. It being only natural that
play with them Thanksgiving at money should draw Interest.—Mar
which time he will give one of the shall County Banner.
solos for which he is So favorably
known.
The Woman's Club met with Miss
Marion Clark at tho home of Mrs.
Helena M. Smith Tuesday afternoon.
An exceptionally fine and interesting
paper on “Women in the Natural Sci
ences" war. read by Mrs. Ixittle E.
Lovell. Mrs. 'Weston read an article
on Mrs. Nellie E. Friend, the author
of "Success and You." The members
present were Mesdames Stahl, Mayo,
Kuhn, 'White, Vites, Potter. Hovey,
Gay, Weston, Mayo. Lovell, Smith,
and Miss Clark. There will he no
meeting next week on account of
Called For Within City Limits
Thanksgiving.
Phone 226-M
The ladies of the Baptist Church
will hold a Thanksgiving sale In the
AT HIGHEST MARKET x
Electric Light store Tuesday after
PRICES
noon, at 2 o'clock. Mince and pump
Ship us your accumulation.
kin pies, plum puddings, cake and
Consignments held seven days
doughnuts will he on sale.
and if our valuation Is unsatis
factory, we return your furs
For over half a century Hardesty
and PAY ALL EXPENSES.
Peerless has signified the best high
ROCKLAND TALLOW CO.
patent flour that can be milled—
Rear 456 Main St.
Rockland
adv.
, 124-S-tf

WE BUY

SHIP YOUR APPLES TO
'f'Jhk//euse

en (/)C (.

*

Where
the trade

119*1

finds
APPLES

We also sell other produce which you raise, such

as Cucumbers, Peas, Berries, Turnips

Best Prices

Quick Returns

KINGMAN & HEARTY, INC.
20 No. Side
Faneuil Hall Market

BOSTON,
MASS.
121-S-tf

7,

Furs

DEERSKINS

Hundreds of particular coal buyers in Rock
land have set their stamp of approval oq our
coal.

Let us fill your bins the next time you need
coal, and make feeding the furnace a pleasure.

M. B. & C. 0. Perry
517 Main St.

Rockland

Tel. 487

